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Students Mobilize for Impeachment
Individuals, student groups, the Student
Executive Committee (SEC), as well as
college campuses outside of Trinity have,
mobilized in an effort to impeach President
Nixon during the past week.
"We, the SEC, the representative body of
the students, call for the immediate
resignation of President Nixon, and if he
fails to do so, we call for his immediate
impeachment," declared the SEC at last
Thursday's meeting.
After much debate and discussion about
the SEC's role in the impeachment issue, the
Committee finally passed five resolutions.
The SEC resolved that it will attempt to
ascertain Senators Weicker and Ribicoff's
and other area Congressmen's position on
impeachment through invitations to
speaking engagements, or by any other
means necessary."
Another resolution stated that the SEC
"exert any necessary pressure on our legal
representatives, e.g. organizing student sit-
ins at their offices, in an attempt to per-
suade them to take affirmative action
leading to President Nixon's im-
peachment."
At tonight's open meeting, the SEC will
consider financing a letter-writing cam-
paign and creating liaisons with other
campus and off-campus groups, according
to Tony Piccirillo, '75, vice-chairperson of
the SEC. The meeting will take place at 6:00
p.m. in the Alumni Lounge, he added.
According to Gary Morgans, '75, the
Students for the Preservation of the U.S.
Constitution (SPUSC), which formed last
Monday, are seeking formal recognition as
a funded student activity. Morgans said he
will present SPUSC's constitution to the
Student Activities Committee (SAC) late
this afternoon. If the SAC approves the
constitution, he said, SPUSC may request
and receive campus funding.
SPUSC, the Trinity Coalition of Blacks
(TCB), and a group, organized by George
Minter, '76, are presently having
organization meetings to determine their
goals and methods for reaching these goals.
Bob Schumer, '74, said he is organizing
students who wish to leaflet and collect
signatures in downtown 'Hartford or in
shopping centers. He said he is using a
national petition circulated by the Con-
necticut Citizens for the Impeachment of
Nixon (ConnCIN).
The petition, he said, supports the
resolution already introduced in the House,
which states "Resolved, that Richard M.
Nixon, President of the United States, be
impeached of high crimes and
misdemeanors." The Connecticut Citizens
Action Group has organized ConnCIN.
Petitioning is easy as well as enjoyable,
according to Schumer. "I'm directing my
frustration to action," he said. The people
"out there" are anxious to do something,
and I am actually being a "resource" for
them, added Schumer.
Schumer urged that anyone interested in
circulating petitions should contact him at
Box 768 or in Wheaton 112.
Jim Gillespie, '76, chairman of the TCB,
again stressed that TCB was willing to work
with any group for the impeachment of
President Nixon.
Representatives of each group, the TCB,
SPUSC, the SEC, and the group, organized
by George Minter will meet to coordinate
their efforts tonight at 9:00 p.m.
All groups urge students to contact their
representatives either by phone or by letter
to express their thoughts concernng the
impeachment of Nixon and other related
issues.
Representative William Cotter and
Senator Abraham Ribicoff can be reached
at 244-2383 or 244-3545. Ort students may
write Representative William Cotter, 330
Cannon Office Building, Washington D.C.,
20515; Senator Lowell Weicker, 5313 New
Senate Office Building, Washington D.C.,
20510; or the House Judiciary Committee
chairman, Representative Peter Rodino,
2462 Rayburn Office Building, Washington
D.C.
Other Campus'es React
Yale has established a national clearing
house, which will disseminate information
about the impeach Nixon movement on
campuses throughout the nation. The
clearing house has an office and phones.
Accordgirrg.toBob Bushman, a campus
coordinator at Yale, Yale has already sent a
petition with, 3500 names to their
Congressman, the chairman of the House
Judiciary Committee, and ranking minority
leaders. The school has also organized a
letter-writing campaign to the "students1
home Congressmen, and the Yale Law
School is working on a bill asking for Nixon's
impeachment.
Today the Columbia Law School is sen-
ding 170 students to Washington D.C. to
lobby Congressmen for Nixon's im-
peachment, according to the national
clearing house. They also have ap-
pointments with three-fourths of the House
Judiciary Committee.
Other law schools, which are also going
with Columbia, are New York University,
St. John's University, Brooklyn University,
Tulane, Setori Hall, University of Albany,
University of Pennsylvania, Duke, Boston
University, University of Virginia, and
University of Pittsburg.
Princeton is also planning to bus students
to Washington D.C. on Thursday, November
8, said Craig MacCallum, intercollegiate
liaison coordinator for Princeton. As yet, he
said, the plans have not been finalized.
Among the schools conducting telegraph,
letter-writing, and petitioning are Harvard,
Smith, Stanford, UCLA, University of
Minnesota, Hampshire, University of
Hartford, and Princeton. Schools, such as
Duke, Iowa, Iowa State University, Berkley,
Smith, University of Michigan, Colorado
State University, andHanipshire, have held
rallies with numbers attending the rallies
ranging from 250 to 10,000.
Trin's Nixon Faithful Continue Their Support
By Lois Kimmelman
As last year's presidential election ap-
proached, thirty-six Trinity professors and
students signed their names to a petition
which urged the re-election of President
Nixon.
In the October 24th, 1972 edition of the
Trinity TRIPOD, the group published a full
page advertisement under President
Nixon's picture which stated "The following
members of the Trinity community submit
that Richard Nixon should be elected to a
second term as President of the United
States." They followed this statement with a
list of their names and titles.
How do they feel today?
Four of the professors who signed the
petition a year ago said they still believed in
him to a certain extent. They said, however,
they were "disappointed" and "amazed" at
the outcomes of the Watergate affair.
"I am naturally disappointed about what
has happened in Washington," said Edwin
Nye, dean of faculty. However, he said there
is "so far very little evidence" for im-
peaching President Nixon.
Eugene W. Davis, professor of history,
said he felt (here "certainly are no grounds
for "impeachment." He said he does not
think Nixon ordered the Watergate
buggings.
Although Rex Neaverson, professor of
political science, claimed he was "amazed"
to hear of, the Watergate affair, he em-
phasized that he still applies the rule "A
man is innocent until proven guilty" to
President Nixon. "This law is grossly
violated in the U.S.," he added.
"This has gone much too far," charged
Davis in reference to the Watergate affair.
He said the media has been "overblowing"
the situation and "building up public
emotions." He compared the "hate at-
mosphere" surrounding the Watergate
offenders to that of the one in the Nurem-
berg trials.
Theodore Blakeslee, associate professor
of engineering, cautioned "zealots on both
ends" of the Nixon controversy to take a
middle course. He said he views the
Watergate affair as the apprehension of just
a portion of the "bunch of crooks around."
Nye said he sees Watergate as "symp-
tomatic of a larger problem," and that it
should lead to a broader investigation of how
elections are supported and conducted.
Nye pointed out that the affair is causing
many Congressmen and other officials to
keep quiet, because they themselves have
engaged in activities similar to the
Watergate offenders. Nye admitted feeling
"a little sorry for Agnew" because he was
only one of many of the corrupt politicians in
Maryland.
Neaverson emphasized the impeachment
questions should lead Americans to question
the whole constitutional structure of the
country, arid to ask "whether it is adaptable
to the twentieth century."
As it is now, Neaverson said, Americans
"can only make the president accountable
by direct confrontation," i.e. impeachment.
He said, however, that "we're stuck with
(the present system)", so change must
occur within this structure.
• Blakeslee, Neaverson, and Nye all called
President Nixon a "shrewd" and "clever"
politician. Nye gave the example of the
tapes to show the President's clever
strategy, "I've been saying all along he'd
release the tapes," Nye claimed. Nixon was
just using the tapes as a "red herring" since
he knew they contained nothing worthwhile,
said Nye.
Neaverson explained he had voted for
President Nixon because he had "common
sense" and was "hard-headed and
realistic". He asserted that the President
had done an "excellent job" in foreign
policy.
Neaverson, said, however, he disagreed
with Nixon that "executive privilege" was a
justifiable reason for withholding the tapes.
He added that the Watergate affair "makes
one certainly suspicious of Nixon's com-
petence in choosing his subordinates." "His
credibility is very much damaged," con-
cluded Neaverson.
Nye called the Nixon administration's
handling of Watergate "incredibly stupid"
and said he saw ho adequate reason for their
bugging of the Democratic headquarters.
He also said he "used to have considerable
confidence in the CIA", but now he thinks
they are "a bunch of bungling, inept idiots."
Davis spoke in favor of President Nixon,
saying the President has the right to special
treatment. "You can't run a government on
the assumption that the President is no
different from other citizens."
"I would still support Nixon now, given
the options," said Blakeslee. The other
professors said they could not say who they
would vote for now that circumstances are
different from last year.
Nye said he currently feels "ambivalent"
about the President. "I feel the same way
about him as I feel about Teddy Kennedy' at
Chippaquidick", he said.
However, Nye said that now the problems
of the Nixon administration have been laid
out, Americans should concentrate on the
"rather significant remedies" that need to
be made, which do not necessarily include
impeachment, he added.
Davis said he feels the Watergate in-
vestigation will have "done more damage in
the Jong run than what it will gain." Saying
the the country "cannot just be run by
lawyers," he suggested that the policy of
"salvation by litigation" be ended.
TCB Raises Funds for
Sahelian Disaster Zone
By Lindsay Mann
As of last Friday, the Trinity Coalition of
Blacks (TCB) had raised 190 dollars to help
provide food for those peoples in the African
countries, which border the Sahara Desert,
according to Jim Gillespie, '76, chairman of
the TCB.
The six countries, Mauritania, Senegal,
Mali, Niger, Upper Volta, and Chad, of-
ficially declared themselves a disaster area
last March, according to a news release of
the United Nation's Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO.)
This region, the Sahelian Zone, is ex-
periencing the worst drought in 60 years,-
said the release. This drought, the release
said, is the result of four years of sub-
normal rains.
"We would like to raise 500 dollars," sajd
Gillespie, "but we are solely dependent upon
how this community responds."
The response, said Gillespie, is greater
than he-bad expected. He said people have
shown their support by giving sizable
contributions, and by their desire for further
information concerning the Sahelian Zone's
plight. Other individuals, who are not
members of the TCB, have offered to help
the group in their campaign to raise funds,
he added,
The TCB will have tables in the Mather
Hall lobby tonight and tomorrow night to
continue to raise funds, Gillespie said. The
group he said, also plans to run a raffle for
the campaign. Tickets for the raffle will go
on sale next week, he added.
The funds which are raised by the raffle
and the contributions will be sent directly to
Tanzania, Gillespie explained. In Tanzania
there is a group coordinating activities for
aid to the Sahelian Zone, he said.
In attempting to explain the dimensions of
the drought in the Zone, the FAO news
release quotes a delegate from Upper Volta:
"More than six million souls are in danger of
death and at the mercy of disease. The
people...are easy prey to common tropical
diseases.,.Whole families will queue for
days for a few grames of sorghum mainze;
Peul shepards will deprive themselves of
their last of their supples of waler and cow's
milk to give the calves one more chance of
survival. Others simply choose suicide
rather than look on powerlessly while their
flocks, on which their very existence
depends, are totally destroyed...."
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Mayoral Election Approaching in One Week
By Tony Piccirillo
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. Athanson
The people of Hartford will utilize the
upcoming elections as "the only expression
on either national or local levels" that the
political "system has not been working"
said Hartford's Mayor George Athanson at a
lecture here last Tuesday.
Athanson, democratic mayoral candidate
for reelection, was the speaker at the first
lecture of the "1973 Political Series"
sponsored by the Department of Political
Science.
Athanson said he was angry at
Republicans at both the state and national
levels because of their unwillingness to
assist the city of Hartford in its attempts to
revitalize itself.
Reminding the audience of President
Nixon's claim eight months ago: "We have
no more urban crisis," Athanson cited a
parallel assertion by Governor Thomas
Meskill. "We have no bus crisis," he quoted
Meskill as stating in the middle of the recent
four-month bus strike.
Athanson said he sees the federal and
state highway departments as "too highway
oriented," "Mass transit is needed," he
stressed. Hartford's Brainard Air Field and
raillines remain unused, he added.
Athanson said he bemoans the lack of
state funds to assist Hartford and other
Connecticut cities and towns, although
Connecticut is the richest state in the U.S.
The best and fairest solution to the urban
financial crisis, according to Athanson, is
the imposition of a graduated state income
tax. The sales tax improperly distributes the
burden of the tax towards the poor, he said.
Athanson questioned the tax exemption
status given to hospitals and other in-
stitutions, because many people using these
facilities are not Hartford residents.
Athanson said he "would be reluctant to
tax Trinity" because it, like all private
institutions of higher learning, "should be
able to operate independently."
Citing Trinity, as an example, Athanson
said he would like see academia involved
"in the nitty gritty-aspects of city life." He
stressed the traditional "superior than
thou" attitude is not needed or acceptable.
Athanson stressed the need for "some
very basic changes which we will probably
not get." He also cited the need to "turn this
country around with a grass roots
organization! The Republican Party is not
capable" of accomplishing this, he said,
because the country cannot be ruled by
"pontification from Washington."
M. Neumann
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The Democratic Party is the only political
party left, Athanson said. He urged the
people to reelect "the whole city team,"
Athanson pointed out his attempts to
encourage the 40 different ethnic groups
represented in Hartford to work together,
without dividing the power, through the
Mayor's All American Council.
We have treated everyone else all the
same in the past, Athanson claimed; "We
dropped bombs on them."
Athanson stressed the need for a strong
mayor in Hartford to offset the power held
by the city council. The city manager, ap-
pointed by the council, is not an acceptable
alternative, to a strong mayor he said.
"We must reaffirm that Republicans are
people with standards and ability," said
Madelyn Neumann, Republican candidate
for mayor of Hartford, the second speaker in
the "1973 Political Series". Neumann ad-
dressed 25 students and faculty last Thury
sday.
Neumann said she will not allow the five-
to-one Democratic to Republican voter
registration advantage discourage her. She
said there are many issues in Hartford
which need to be dealt with now, and that
Democratic delays are costing the city time
and money.
Neumann said she favors the
redevelopment of the entire city and not just
the downtown area. The city government
must halt the decline of marginal slum
areas into real slums, she added.
The city of Hartford needs more money
from the federal and state governments and
from the business community, according to
Neumann. She said she favors an increase in
the property tax if necessary.
Neumann stressed the need for a more
workable city government in Hartford. The
office of the mayor should have more power,
she added.
Neumann questioned the effectiveness of
the office of city manager. She stressed the
need for the review of the charter but only
after an open debate on the issues in which
everyone participates.
A need exists for more money to improve
the Hartford public school system, said
Neumann. Noting that other towns have a
much better educational system, she urged
the city of Hartford to mobilize and demand
the state government provide money for
Hartford schools.
Pare ts' W ekend Speech
Lockwood Answers Parent Questions
President Lockwood opened Parents'
Weekend at the Hartford Hilton ballroom
with a 25-minute speech reviewing a day in
the life of a headmaster. '
Lockwood talked at length about the
letters he had received from alumni and
parents in the hopes of answering questions
from the parents in the audience.
One letter he cited was from a parent who
was worried about his son's chances of
gaining entrance to a medical school and
whether he should have an alternative in
mind. Lockwood said he usually referred the
parents to Paula Robbins the career
counselor, since she could usually make a
fair assessment of his chances, Lockwood
Athletic Department Shows
Enrollment Increase of 66%
By Steve Kayman
Due to the athletic department's in-
novative efforts to expand its programs,
student participation has ' increased
remarkably in recent years, according to
Norman Graf, acting director of physical
education.
The phys. ed. program'has been optional
since 1969, said Graf, and during that time,
gym course enrollment has increased from
roughly 600 students per year to over 1,000
last year. Graf also said class attendance
has increased since mandatory phys. ed.
was abolished.
Diving, advanced body mechanics, and
floor exercise are three new courses which
have contributed to the rising interest in
phys. ed. this year, said Graf. Roy Dath,
phys. ed. administrator, mentioned the
expansion of the team sports program with
new activities such as water polo as a reason
for the increasing interest.
Intramural sports also have been in-
creasing in popularity, said Graf. Soccer is
the latest addition to the intramural
program, he said.
Increased athletic participation has
necessitated a larger faculty, according to
Graf. This year the department hired Jane
Milspaugh, Trinity's first female phys. ed.
instructor, to be the new girls' tennis coach,
and to teach swimming and squash. She had
formerly spent two years here as a teaching
assistant.
Graf posited that one of the reasons for the
greater student involvement in athletics
recently is that "Student community life has
changed from a drug orientation to a more
health oriented outlook;"
More students are going out for team
sports this year, said Graf. Twenty-five
more people tried out for football, 2ft more
for soccer, and 16 more for women's crew.
also pointed out that he thought most of the
students were "generally quite realistic."
He said, "They are not afraid to look hard at
themselves, and frequently what they find is
a pleasant confirmation of some unusual
talent." Lockwood said most students were
aware of their limit and usually made their
plans with this in mind.
Lockwood said "the liberal arts education
was to prepare people for an understanding
of values, and for a lifetime of learning." He
said it should give them a perception of what
it means to be a human being and "im-
portant, but honestly secondary" it should
prepare them for some career.
Lockwood cited another letter where an
alumni asked if he his son should apply,
since Trinity had become so competitive
and dropped old traditions. Lockwood said
that Trinity considered the individual, not
just the score. Lockwood also insisted that
Trinity still had tradition. He cited
Matriculation as an example,
Lockwood said this typical day included a
meeting with the weekly College Cabinet.
He said their topic for the day was the
question of housing. "The school has had a
constant demand over the past ten years for
housing so that the cabinet concluded that
they must procure more space, probably in
the form of an apartment building near
campus", he said. He explained, however,
that Trinity would try to direct as many of
its Funds as possible to the institutions
academic objectives and that it not over-
commit its resources to plan additions.
Lockwood described a note from a parent
wishing to get an estimate on the tuition rise
in the next few years. Lockwood said a short
answer would do, "Ever Upward," Lock-
wood said the tuition will go up annually but
at a proportionally slower rate than during
the recent years. He said, "In the past five
years the tuition has increased 33% while
the cost of education has gone up 45%. He
also said, "We must never allow cost con-
sciousness to sap academic excellence at
Trinity."
Lockwood said he received another letter
from a recent graduate who had been
critical of the school while at Trinity, but
said it had given him excellent preparation
for graduate school. "He thinks students
and by implication others, at Trinity do not
adequately appreciate the value of their
education 'neath the elms," Lockwood said.
Lockwood had also received a letter from
another student who had not liked his stay at
Trinity, a black student in this case.
Lockwood said, "We all know the com-
plexity of the issue; I am not sure we apply
that experience as vigorously as we should.
I can only hope that none of us will either
relax or despair in the search for im-
provement,", he said.
Lockwood said he had received another
letter from parents questioning if their
daughter should be allowed to take an open
semester, Lockwood said, "The experience
for most students gave them self-confidence
that enhances their ability to work on their
own."
Battiscombe Speaks of Several Biographies
This year's Mead Lecturer, Mrs.
Georgina Battiscombe emphasized the
value of a biography as a way of un-
derstanding history. The award-winning
British biographer said in a lecture on
Monday, October 22, that by examining
individuals, a biographer can draw many
conclusions about that person's "life and
times." She went on to trace what her
studies of John Keble, Mrs. William
Gladstone, Queen Alexandra, and Lord
Shaftesbury reveal about Victorian ideas on
the family and on social conventions.
In a lecture the week before, she had
explored the way in which a person would go
about writing a biography. She explained
the, types of materials one would have to
consult-ranging from published works
about the subject to personal letters and
recollections of acquaintances. From these
materials, she said one could fashion three
types of biographies, She explained the
"hate" biography consciously sets out to
label a person as an undesirable—she
recalled one such biography that tried to
paint its subject as a "bitch." The "state"
biography, she continued, deals only with
the large, public themes of a person's life-
something which she observed is quite valid,
since it is only because of the person's public
importance that anyone wants to write a
biography of him or her anyway. But the
"great" biography, she stated, transcends
all these boundaries to draw a compelling
picture of its subject both as a public figure
and as a person.
In her second lecture, she said that from
her studies on the Victorians, several
popular misconceptions must be r^sd. The
family was not repressive, according to
Mrs. Battiscombe. She cited how the
Gladstone children would frequently argue
politics with their father, the Prime
Minister, at the dinner table. She noted, too,
that Victorian families, not having many
sources for entertainment except them-
selves, would invent nonsense languages
and games for the whole family, she said.
Far from being stuffy and aristocratic,
Mrs. Battiscombe pictured the British
"ruling class" as quite informal and fun-
loving. For example, she said that Mrs.
William Gladstone did not like to dress
herself, so she would dress informally at
state functions. Similarly, Queen Alexan-
dra, the wife of King Edward VI, would
sometimes drop royal manners and treat
her guests on a more peer-like basis, she
continued.
Nor were the Victorians cut off from the
world at large, according to Mrs. Bat-
tiscombe. She said they were interested in
all sorts of philosophic and liteAry ideas
from other countries; that even the most
isolated rustics would, at times, translate a
book from Latin or Italian; and that the
quiet villages were actually hot-beds of
intellectual and spiritual doubt and debate.
Finally, Mrs. Battiscombe asserted that
Victorians took a great deal of interest in
social change. For example, she said that
both Mr. and Mrs, Gladstone took an in-
terest in re-habilitating prostitutes and
would make them guests in their homes.
And she also noted that Lord Shaftesbury
worked long and hard for child labor Jaws




If you have tried tuning in 89.3 FM on your
dial anytime since Tuesday, you would have
discovered that WRTC stopped broad-
casting, because it's transmitter is broken.
"The new exciter we installed last week
started malfunctioning on Tuesday night
and stopped transmission. We are sending it
back to the factory, said John Graham, a
technical consultant for WRTC. Graham
said the earliest time they could be back on
the air is Wednesday.
The transmitter is made of two units,
Graham explained, the exciter and the
power amplifier. He said the exciter worked
something like a preamp on a stereo system.
Graham said the old exciter had been
replaced last week because it was over 15
years old and in "bad shape." He said they
could not account for the failure of the new
one, even after consultation with the
manufacturer, located in the Mid-West.
"We tried installing the old exciter on
Wednesday morning, but it broke down after
a short time," he said. "If we can fix the old
one we can be back on the air by Wed-
nesday, but if we have to wait for the new
one to get back from the factory it will be
considerably longer," he said. The new
exciter was purchased with a special grant
from the SEC. He said they would like to buy
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"I am not discouraged by the events in
Washington because I feel they have
produced some new American heroes, Elliot
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Richardson and Archibald Cox, said Dr.
Homer Babbidge speaking on Thursday
night.
Babbidge, who was invited to Trinity by
the Youna Democrats told an audience of
thirty that he thought he would probably be
a candidate for the Democratic nomination
for Governor. Babbidge must be chosen by
the convention before he can challenge the
Republican candidate, Thomas Meskill.
Babbidge was President of the University
of Connecticut from 1962 to 1972. He is
currently master of Yale's Timothy Dwight
College.
Babbidge said he was enthusiastic over
the response his unofficial campaign for the
gubernatorial nomination had been getting
among Democrats during the past several
months.
Since last spring Babbidge has been
speaking to party groups all over the state.
Babbidge's competition for the
nomination will probably consist of U.S.
Rep. Ella Grasso, Atty. Gen. Robert K.
Killian, and former Norwalk Mayor Frank
Zullo, if they should decide to run.
Israel
Four faculty members and students
will present a series of lectures entitled,
"Perspectives on Israel".
The series will begin on October 30,
with Harvey Picker, associate professor
of physics, and Robin Adelson, class of
"74, speaking on "Anti-Semitism and the
State of Israel". On November 6, John
Gettier, chairman of the religion
department, and Samuel Kassow,
professor of history will present an
overall history of Israel.
A dance choreographed by Judith
Dworin called "Amikon" will be part of a
collection of arts presentations on
November 19 at 8:30 p.m. in the
Washington Room.
Norman Miller, professor of sociology,
will speak on "Israel Today" at the final
lecture to be held on November 27.
All lectures will take place at 4:00 p.m.
in Wean Lounge. Following each lecture,
the speakers will be open to questions
from the audience. If any students are
interested in participating in the lecture
series, they are asked to contact Arlene
Kanter, Box 1909.




"I can understand Americans thinking I
am a crazy radical freak, but I'm not,
because the American government has been
following me for so long that they know I'm
a nice, ethical human being," said Dick
Gregory, well-known comedian and activist.
Gregory spoke on Oct. 25 in the Washington
Room.
Gregory urged his fellow Americans to
"get all the Watergates out of the govern-
ment." He added that if Nixon is ready to.
give up the tapes, they should be put on
world wide television.
Gregory stated that Nixon should resign.
"If we're not careful, he'll take everyone
down in World War III," he said.
Nixon didn't turn in the tapes because he
felt his conversations were privileged,
Gregory said. "If conversation is so
privileged, why the hell was Nixon recor-
ding everyone else's conversations?" he
asked. "Why doesn't Nixon go visit the
Americans in hospitals from Vietnam in-
stead of watching Sunday football?" said
Gregory. "He is not a normal human
being."
Gregory said he thinks Nixon did a "good
job" on taking crime off the streets. "He
sure did centralize it!" he said.
Gregory said he doesn't believe Agnew
was involved with any kickbacks. "You
have to be smart to deal in kickbacks.
Agnew can't even walk and chew gum at the
same time!" Gregory said.
He said he really felt sorry for Agnew
when Nixon made a joyous activity out of
picking the vice president's successor.
"That was the first time I ever saw Nixon
smile," added Gregory.
"There is sickness in America," Gregory
stated. "It's the bad things that are killing
this nation." He said he feels we must talk
about the ailments in a nation in order to
improve it:
"America is an insane, unethical nation;
why not have a president to reflect your
country?" said Gregory.
Gregory said he favors trying to improve
our own country before getting ourselves
involved abroad. "We're so busy talking
about justice, why don't we help American
Indians instead of running all over the world
with guns, telling others how to treat their
people?" he asked.
Local Politics: The Qty Council Race
By Gary Morgans
Next Tuesday will witness the Hartford
City Council elections, and it is doubtful
that many students know who is running.
It would be desirable to fill that in-
formation gap.
Through some field research I made
(with Henry Bruce and Fred Jackson)
into Hartford politics last Spring, I am
able to offer a fairly reliable dif-
ferentiation between the seven can-
didates (including all six Democrats)
who are up for re-election-there are five
new Republicans I know nothing about.
As is usual in local elections, there are no
large issues involved-simply differences
in the personalities of the candidates. Of
the twelve candidates-six Democrats
and six Republicans-nine will be elected,
Each voter can vote for up to six can-
didates.
Nicholas Carbone (D) is the Majority
Leader of the Council, and is by any
analysis the most politically powerful
person in the city. He is a liberal,
working 40-60 hours per week at his
"part-time" City Hall job (salary:
$4000/yr.), and is very effective in get-
ting things done for the city. I cannot
underscore enough the fact mat he does
have many good qualities as a public
servant and as a person. However, J
have also found him to be the most ob-
jectionable of the Democratic coun-
cilmen. He does not inspire trust. He
vehemently denies the political power he
has worked so hard to gain (he calls
himself a 'policy articulator', not a
'policy formulator'). He is ambitious,
and (privately) aspires to being
Democratic State Chairman when John
Bailey (who has cancer) retires from
that post in 1974; he publicly denies this.
No one has even proven Carbone accepts
bribes or kickbacks; however, his
relationship with the building trades is
very suspicious, and he reputedly
receives campaign contributions in
return for political favors. He is a vicious
politician, and has treated his political
opponents (notably those on the Dem.
Town Committee) ruthlessly. He is quite
unwilling to accept criticism of his ac-
tions, and his ire flares when anyone
opposes him on the Council floor. He is a
slick politician-Councilman DiBella (D)
describes it as "raw political ability". He
operates effectively for the city
residents' good, but his methods are
seriously open to question,
William DiBella (D) probably is the
second most powerful councilmen-he
chairs the important Finance Com-
mittee. Truly DiBella is the councilman
most closely tied to Carbone, but DiBella
can and occasionally does act in-
dependently. Politically he is a
moderate, a strong advocate of
capitalism, and a strict party-man. He
speaks glowingly of the city government,
of Nick Carbone, and of the city's
potential-in talking with him, I got a
somewhat distorted picture of Hartford,
Ct.
However, DiBella is a relatively honest
man, a fairly open man, and a man who
is not always looking for ways to enhance
his power. He is fairly intelb'gent,
although his interest in city finances
tends to obscure his vision of the 'big
picture.'
Allyn Martin (D) has served on the
City Council for five years, the longest
among the Democratic councilmen.
Martin is a liberal, and is one of the few
councilmen who have earned the respect
of the liberal wing of the Hartford
Democratic Party. He is the most in-
dependent of the six Democratic coun-
cilmen, and has been known to
sometimes break ra,nks from the
Democratic fold. Dr. Martin (a dentist)
is an extremely articulate speaker and a
very intelligent man (a Trinity College
graduate), and has thereby earned the
respect of his fellow councilmen. His
integrity is beyond reproach: Some have
said that he differs from the other
councilmen in that he actively tries to
represent one segment of the city-
minority groups in the North End~
despite the fact that he is (as all coun-
cilmen are) elected at large. I am
unaware of any significant politically
unattractive qualities in Allyn Martin.
Mary Heslin is a very popular eoujK
cilwoman in the city-she was the highest
vote getter in the 1971 election, earning
her the right to be Deputy Mayor.
Politically she is slightly right of center
in her views, the most conservative of the
six Democrats. She does not seem to be
as concerned with Hartford's urban
blight as one would hope she would be.
Her statement that "The future of
Hartford depends upon whether Hartford
stays alive after five o'clock in the
evening" (April, 1973) shows where her
concerns are--in strengthening the
business community. She does seem to
have some concern with the
demographic makeup of the city, Heslin
is a strong advocate of community and
citizen paticipation in government. I am
unaware of any questioning of her in-
tegrity.
George Levine (D) has been a vocal
element in Hartford politics for over ten
years, A liberal, Levine has been an
active lobbying agent for the city at the
State Capitol, trying to get more funds
and co-operation from the state. Levine
maintains there is only one real issue in
Hartford-the relationship between
Hartford and the state government. The
view is largely valid, but not to the extent
that Levine would have one believe. In
specific areas Levine shows some in-
sight: "There is just no way we can
educate ghetto children in ghetto
schools....I think it is possible to in-
tegrate the schools, and that's what
we're trying to do...,When we build
subsidized housing in very high con-
centrations of low income
families,,.you're not improving
anything; you're going from an old
ghetto to a new one. And all the old
problems are still present," (April, 1973).
Levine is an intelligent, fairly honest
man, He tends to view urban problems in
an economic as opposed to sociological
light.
Richard Suisman (D) is an in-
dependently wealthy businessman in the
city, so it is little wonder why he is so
concerned about business and economic
matters, Suisman tends to evaluate the
city's problems as a businessman might
look at his corporation's financial pic-
ture. His main concerns seem to be the
tax rate, and the status of the city's
economic development. Despite this
limited outlook, and his 'established'
position in the community, Suisman is a
true liberal, and is a real asset to the city
government. Though I would prefer it if
he would broaden his perspective,
Suisman is a good person to have on the
Council.
Only one Republican is up for re-
election this year-Margaret Tedone.
The Republicans have made an un-
fortunate choice. Margaret Tedone is by
any standard the worst councilman. The
Hartford version of Judge Carswell, she
is simply not very smart. Her integrity is
seriously lacking-more so than any other
cotincilman-and she does not command
the respect of her fellow councilmen. She
does not do her council homework, and is
unprepared for council meetings. She
contributes little to council meetings
other than petty arguing with the
Democrats, arguing which is a product of
her lack of understanding of the issues
Council discusses. She is the least
politically skilled of the councilmen. Ms.
Tedone does not understand city
government, especially its economic
aspects. She feels the middle class can be
kept in the city, while all indications (and
past trends) point to the opposite. Only
Councilwoman Tedone (of the nine
Couneilmen) feels significant racial
integration in Hartford is possible, given
the present attitude of city government.
She does know a lot about education;
other than that, I can see nothing to
recommend her by.
As a liberal, and as last year's co-
ordinator for Trinity Students for
McGovern, I will vote for Martin, Levine,
Suisman, and possibly DiBella, in that
order of preference. I rate Heslin above
Carbone, and both of them above Tedone,
but I do not consider them acceptable
candidates. I hope that this will help
Trinity students to' make wise choices
next Tuesday, •
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Five Cpncepts *)i Theatre
Discussion with Student Directors
Next week the Lift One Acts will be
presented at Goodwin Theatre in the Austin
Arts Centre. On Tuesday, November 6, we
will see "The Lovliest Afternoon of the
Year" by John Guare, directed by Brian
McEleny and "Next", by Terence McNally,
directed by Mitch Karlan.
Friday, November 9, the double bill will
include "The Dust of the Road", directed by
Leslie Pollock, and "The Fantastic Foun-
dling," by George Bemad Shaw, under the
direction of Tim Warren.
Monday, November 12, will see the last
play of the series, "Calm Down Mother," by
Megan Terry, directed by Mercy Cook. The
plays begin at 4:15.
The One Act Series is the first project of
the directing class in the Theatre Arts
department, and the five plays range from
serious drama to light farce. Each choice
reflects the individual director's ideas on
theatre. The following is a discussion among
the five directors and the light designer,
Dodd Lattimore, about the"excitement and
challenge of directing a play:
Brian: I chose John Guare (for the fourth
time!) simply because I like him. He deals
with the fantastic elements of life; he ac-
cepts the weird, the wacky, the bjzarre~he
reveals in it. "Afternoon" is self-consciously
theatrical and I like that idea. It deals with
the conflict between the worlds of fantasy
and reality and the impossibility of
reconciling the two.
Mercy: The main thrust of "Calm Down
Mother" is the fact that women are trapped,
or determined, by their biology without
realizing it, and the perversion and
destruction of potential that can result from
this fact. I guess my reason for choosing it is
that for a long time I've been attraced to
watching the female form on stage.,.
There's something very lyrical and
beautiful there. And I felt that there are a lot
of good female actors on campus who aren't
able to show their potential because there
aren't that many women's parts in the plays
that we do! But again, I don't want the play
to be overbearing in its message content.
exercises -- a lot of touching and sensitivity
exercises. I wanted to get my actresses to
look at each other, to listen. From there we
went into improvisations.
Mitch: I went for much the same thing. The
first thing I did was to try and get my actors
to open up to each other: physically,
mentally, emotionally. We used a lot of trust
exercises, vocal games. I stressed having
the actors play off each other.
Brian: Agreed, I hate unspecificity in acting
-- for example, the right emotion just
because it's called for. You can't just play
"anger", you must play to that other person
who's standing opposite you. I have a lot of
mime in "Afternoon," which is a difficult
thing' to pull off well. You can't just do a
cover job. You have to use your emotional
memory and your own responses to make
that gun you're picking up or that glass of
wine, you're drinking have an effect on you,
wine you're drinking have an effect on you,
the thing is...
Tim: I used a slightly different approach.
The actor should be capable of feats no one
in the auditorium can do - not just with his
voice, but with his body as well. We first
approached character from the surface: the
physicality, the gestures, intonations. Not
from the inner motivation, I think this is
especially applicable to comedy and farce
because there's no reason why the comic
actor should discover in himself an inner
motivation for the character... It's an im-
possible thing, because there's nothing in
the actor's subconscious that will suggest to
him the antics of a comic character. You
should have detachment from what you're
doing in comedy - a distance that allows you
to comment on the performance.
Q 4. What are some of the problems peculiar
to your play?
Leslie: Script difficulties! So many loaded
lines! The play could easily lend itself to
melodrama. At first I wanted to direct it as a
comedy - 1 thought we'd comment on it, But
Photo by Lloyd Wolf
Chip Rome C75) and Margie Sutro C76) in Kenneth Goodman's "Dust on the
Road". Leslie Poliuck ('75) is director of this Lift One-Act which will be per-
formed November 9 in Goodwin Theatre.
Ql. What is the theme of your play and why
did you choose it?
Mitch: The themes in my play are the
mechanization and' brutalization of
American life. It's a black comedy of sorts.
A very American play.
Tim: The theme? It's irresponsible,
irrelevant farce... Shaw in one of his less
pretentious moments. The play is actually
subtitled, "A Disgrace to the Author." I
chose it in part because if the spectator is to
return to the theatre, then the theatre must
put aside the vulgarity of its psychological
and cerebral presumptions and begin
afresh, by presenting a frail and
Q 2. What did you look for in the try-outs?
Brian: For people who aren't afraid to do
something that's difficult. People who can
put themselves into improved situations,
without constantly looking back at the
director and giggling, "I can't do this!" .,1
hate it when people automatically say, "I
just can't do this." Obviously I'd never sii
there and ask anyone to take their clothes
off--
Mitch: They wouldn't!
Brian:., .but I look for people who are able to
extend themselves and try something new.
Tim: Before try-outs I always have an exact
picture of what I want in each character,
"Obviously I'd never sit there and ask
anyone to take their clothes off!" — "They
wouldn't!"
unassumi,ng reality that makes no attempt
to challenge or educate its audience...
Didactic drama is obscene; I don't want to
instruct the public. I only want to share an
objectless exhuberahce with them.
Leslie: Didactic drama is alright, I think,
but it depends on what it is teaching and how
it's being said. My play is about sin and
perjury committed on Christmas morning,
and it would easily lend itself to a didactic
morality piece. But what interested me is
the complexity of the characters and the
breakdown of their individual psychology.
I'm simply treating the play as a good piece
of theatre,
Mitch: My play could have been done as a
stylized political announcement. I probably
would have done it that way in '68... but now
I don't want another dramatic manifesto, I
want to stress the fact that my characters
are real people.
been more or less controlling the whole
production. Although my actors are not
pawns... I imbue them with my vision of the
play, and they translate it to the audience.
Q 5. Dodd, what's your connection in all
this? .
Dodd: His job is to please all of the people all
of the time! That's about it...I'm designing a
basic lighting plot for all five plays,
therefore I don't have the flexibility I would
ordinarily have if I was just doing one play!,,
very simple plot - just involving general
area lighting with the use of a couple of
specials, which are lights for one certain
area of the stage. Basically I have to read all
five plays several times, see a run-through
of each one, and discuss my ideas with the
directors who have final authority. The
difficulty lies in coordinating the lighting for
five different plays, trying to combine lights
for indoor, outdoor atmospheres and all the
variations in between. I'm trying to achieve
the most flexible system for all five plays,..
Q 6. What's the direct
the designer? the actor?
Brian: The director has to visualize what he
wants before the production begins. I have
to know what I want to say, and how I want
to say it, even before I talk to the designer,..
To have the final image of the production in
my mind, clearly set, yet be willing to
change it, depending on what my actors
bring me. I think it's the director's job to
find images and theatrical metaphors for
the actors to work in,
Dodd: Sometimes my job gets discouraging,
since the people come to see the actors, and
not the lights, set, and sound.,. The lights
and set are for the actors. A really good light
job should set the mood that the actors will
work in, as well as create an atmosphere for
the audience. Tech work exists for the ac-
tors, not for itself,
Mercy: A director is organization. The most
difficult part is taking your vision of the
"We need to find ways of bringing back
the situation where the audience comes
to theatre as aroused as the performers.y'
and I look for the actor who can duplicate
that impression as exactly as possible.
Mitch: I didn't have that definite an idea,-
but my play calls for definite physical types,
so I did start out with that in mind. I also
looked for comic timing as well as a sense of
pathos.
Leslie: I looked for physicality, vocal
imagination, intelligence...
Mercy: I had the actors dance for me in the
try-outs. What I needed were women who
were very strongly feminine, women who
could move well and gracefully, who were
not simply gentle but strong as well.
Q 3. How did you start out rehearsals?
Mercy: My play is improvisational -- dif-
ficult for the actors because you're required
to play a number of characters in a very
short time. The effects in "Mother" run the
gamut from guilt to insanity. In the
beginning I started with various acting
then I saw that the author's real intent
would be lost, as well as the reason for the
play. My main problem here has been trying
to get across what he's saying, while toning
down how he's saying it,.. Also the most
difficult thing about "Dust of the Road" is
creating and maintaining the right mood,
which is so important to serious,
psychological drama.
Mitch: My main problem is with the style of
the play. All the things the actors must work
for as actors must be negated in the
characters they play. For example, Peter
and Carol are working to open up to each
other; they need this to be able to act
together. Yet the situation of "Next" is such
that they ignore each other as human
beings... Another thing - the two characters
they're playing are the exact opposite of
what you'd call the American Dream
Couple, and my actors must have complete
confidence in themselves to be able to bring
out that unattractive side of human nature.
The plâ y can't be a series of comic strip
caricatures - it wouldn't mean a damn
thing.
Mercy: One fairly normal response I found
hard at first is that the actors have a great
desire to know everything at once. We've
had to learn to look at the play as a gradual
building process... Also, just being an ob-
server 1 find difficult at times - every now*
and then I jump up on stage, Sometimes it's
almost irresistible to jump up over that lift
and take part in the play!
Mitch: I'm still afraid that I'll just show
them what I want, instead of helping them to
find their own answers. Some of the comic
bits require exact timing, so we all work
together on that, but I try to avoid going up
there as much as possible.
Brian: That's the most exciting thing about
rehearsals for me -problem-solving.
Directing is different from acting: you're
not doing it yourself! I know how I work as
an actor, but I have to find out how my cast
responds, I have to stimulate them, spark
their imagination, rather than my own...
The actors have changed my concept of the
production a lot, they've added insights I
hadn't seen before.
Tim: My cast works on their characters, but
they aren't responsible for the whole effect
of the play, which is the way I think it should
be. I am entirely responsible for tran-
smitting the message of the author, and I've
play, communicating it to the actors and
inspiring them, and realizing it on stage,..
the director is by no means ubermensch.
(uberfrau?)
Leslie: Yes - I don't control my actors at
all. I try to bring out what I know they can
give me., Sometimes I find myself
preparing 6 hours before a rehearsal,
writing the journal, making changes.., The
actors are the most important element in
the theatre. The director can only do so
much.
Mercy: The director disappears in the
actor. You show them the way and they go
off on their own,
Tim: I don't think there's one most im-
portant element in the theatre. It's a syn-
thesis of actor, director, author. One of the
hardest things to realize about directing was
that I would not be exhibiting my physical
presence on the stage - only my vision. But
I'm beginning to prefer directing to acting.
Mercy: Essentially I ask my actors to make
my ideas material, and to communicate that
to other people.
Dodd: I'm also working these plays as
technical director, which means I have the
final say on lights, set, props, and sound.
Before the director that is!...The schedule
for these plays is sheer hell: hanging and
focusing lights on the 4th, running a
technical rehearsal that evening, running a
dress rehearsal on the 5th, doing a per-
formance on the 6th, and repeating the
whole process two more times... Usually you
have a bit more time for these things.
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Bogart and Muni in Social Protest Films
By Sam Gidding
I Am A Fugutive From A Chain Gang and
Black Legion are two excellent represen-
tatives of the social protest genre of film, a
genre which reached a peak of effectiveness
at Warner Brothers Studios in the 1930's.
Both films are based on actual facts and
both caused an uproar around the country
which led to some measure of reform.
In Black Legion, Humphrey Bogart plays
a character who is entirely different from
the gangsters, loners, and private detectives
we are accustomed to seeing him as. In-
stead, he is a rash, narrow-minded, and
bigoted industrial worker who is easily
gulled into joining the Black Legion, a Klu
Klux Klan-Uke organization whose focus of
hatred is "impure" Americans. Complete
with black hoods and guns, the Black Legion
terrorizes immigrants and other ethnic
Americans by looting, burning, whipping
and killing.
The film derives its power from the
authenticity of its characters and
locales and its refusal to furnish a typical
Hollywood storyline. Scenes shot in Bogart's
home, at his factory, and in surrounding
areas when the Legion is on the prowl are
shockingly real. The dialogue has its roots in
familiar conversations, some of which we
have regretfully participated in ourselves.
Simple acts, such as buying a car, listening
to the radio, and coming home from work,
contribute to the immediacy of the social
questions discussed, because even these
mundane events are necessarily tied to
Bogart's relationship with the Black Legion.
One consistently expects the influence of
the Legion to be countered by some strong
force in the film, however, the resistance
offered by Bogart's family and friends to all
the organization stands for is of little con-
sequence. Bogart remains willing to em-
brace the anonymity of his hood, a disguise
which allows him to delude himself into
believing that it is a foreign conspiracy and
not his own mistakes which cause the loss of
his job. The security he receives from acting
as part of a group more than counters the
rational resistance he receives from those
who care about him.
I Am A Fugutive From A Chain Gang
stars Paul Mini as a man wrongly accused
of committing a hold-up. By being in the
wrong place at the wrong time, the down
and out Muni gets sent to work on a chain
gang in the deep South.
Chain Gang's object of scorn is the penal
and justice system. The nature of Muni's
arrest, the brutality he endures in prison,
and the influences which lead to his escape
receive a stark and realistic portrayal. As in
Black Legion, the authenticity of the
locations heightens the effect.
The film probes further into the
relationship between legal guilt and society
when it considers Muni's existence after his
escape. Though he becomes moderately
successful, he cannot shake the false past
society has burdened him with.
These films will be at Cinestudio on
November fourth, fifth, and sixth. Chain




This week's review concerns two
restaurants which offer unamericanized
foreign food. They differ widely in at-
mosphere but offer equally interesting food.
Frank's on 155-9 Asylum Street, across
from the Civic Center, will not disappoint
any Rome Campus alumni. The best, most
authentic Italian food these reviewers have
found outside of Rome was offered on their
extensive and varied menu. Usually hard-to-
find in AMERICAN—Italian restaurants,
gaocchi, carbonarra, and tortellini are
standard items. If any item of Italian
cuisine you wish does not appear on the
menu, it can be specially prepared, (verbal
assurance of Mr. Frank D. Parseliti, the
manager.)
In true form, many sorts of perfectly
cooked pasta are offered as a first course,
and can be ordered in 1/2 portions. The
tortellini and carbonara sauce brought back
fond memories. The prices are standard.
Complete dinners cost between $4.50 and
$8.00. There is veal rollatini with architoke
hearts, salad and coffee for $4.95. We had
veal scallopini, freshly made, served with
lemon and marinated artichokes. The
variety of fish and seafood is unusually
wide. We had a seafood choppino, San
Francisco style-clams, oysters, scallops,
shrimp and fish stewed together in a
seasoned tomato sauce.
The service at Frank's is stylish and
impeccable. Food is brought to the table on
a cart steaming hot. The waiters and
waitresses allow you to eat in peace, but do
not abandon you. The standard appetizers
include celery, olives and (Warning!)
hot green peppers which might be taken for
sweet green tomatoes-the firey mistake of
these reviewers. The Italian bread is ex-
ceptionally fresh and thick crusted.
We sampled two deserts. Both defy ad-
jectives, but if one could be found, it would
certainly end in -issimo! A gelata, prepared
at the table, is whipped up from vanilla ice
cream, orange sherbet, Grand Marnier and
Curacao liqueurs. The rum cake we sam-
pled is in the Italian tradition of rich,
delicious pastries. - drenched in rum and
topped with real whipped cream. A thick
Expresso brew with lemon rind (or cap-
puchino) will end your meal with the proper
touch.
Frank's deserves the highest praise for a
restaurant of its sort, in all respects.
Almost unnoticed behind a Coca-Cola
marquee stands El Inca. This inexpensive
catering service-cum restaurant is certainly
the Park Street find of the year.
HUMPHREY
BOCART
Humphrey Bogart plays a bigoted worker coerced to join the "Black
Legion", a Ku Klux Klan-like organization in Cine Studio showing Sunday
through Tuesday.
A Night of Music
By David Seltzer
The Hartford Symphony Orchestra
inaugurated its 30th season last Thursday
evening with a concert of 19th century music
at Bushnell Hall. Over the summer the
Bushnell made some acoustical and design
alterations. A new set of ceiling baffles
enhances the hall for the listener, an im-
provement over the past. Several rear rows
of orchestra stalls have been removed and
this new area is now a picture gallery and
social forum for patrons at intermission.
Happily, the improvement in acoustics and
seating has left the outrageous Art Deco
interior motif unchanged: The airplanes
still fly into an MGM sunset on the ceiling
and the neo-Aztec geometric wall patterns
are as incongruous as always with the Hall's
Colonial exterior.
The concert opened with Brahms'
Academic Festival Overture. One suspects
that this should more properly be entitled
the "Epidemic" festival overture, judging
from its plethoric appearance on concert
programs. Mr. Arthur Winograd, the con-
ductor, gave us a spirited performance, and
one can only conjecture that the audience's
premature applause during the last quarter-
note rest before the final chords was more a
mark of enthusiasm for the performance
than a sign of unfamiliarity with the piece.
Next on the program was the Dvorak
Symphony #7, which is also his Symphony
#2, but actually it isn't... Well, its proper
name is quite confusing but this symphonic,
identity crisis didn't detract from the work.
The performance was in the best tradition, if
not conventional; there were no extremes
with tempo nor with volume. The deman-
ding horn parts were executed quite wellj
and the orchestra was well balanced at both
pianissimo and fortissimo, always a good
measure of a talented ensemble. If audience
coughs are inversely proportional to
audience interest, then the adagio
movement was least favored and the
scherzo movement most highly appreciated.
After the finale it was a race to see whether
Mr. Winograd could receive his third cur-
tain call before the audience left for the
intermission. He just won.
We talked to a very friendly policeman
who has eaten here each work day for the
past year and a half. In his opinion, this is
the finest food in town at any price, and the
prices are extremely low. The chief cook-
bottle-washer-and waitress, Victoria,
assisted by her daughter, Adele is Peruvian
born, and supposedly has altered slightly
her native cooking to suit the taste of her
largely Spanish-speaking clientele. You
may face a language barrier, but it is not in K j d u k e M e ( 9 .1 5 )
surmountable if you are W ^ S to P»nt- Wednesday through
Open from l or 2 p.m. until 2 a.m. ani ""tu K . »
or 7 a.m. on weekends, El Inca
really start cooking until late at night.
The second half of the concert commenced
with Richard Strauss' "Neapolitan Life,"
one of four movements from his Symphonic
Fantasy "Aus Italian." The composition is a
zestful and amusing adaptation of the
Italian song "Funiculi, Fonicula," and in
typical Strauss fashion, the theme was
transfigurated but far from dead. The flutes
carried a scherzo-like melody while the
cellos lumbered beneath them in a lower
register, and the entire piece carried a
certain degree of pizazz. The Neapolitan
was exciting and invigorating after the
somewhat heavy Dvorak symphony.
The concert concluded with the Chopin
Piano Concerto #2 in F minor. Alicia de la
Varrocha was the soloist, diminuitive in size
but certainly not in talent. Wearing a
phosphorescent pink dress and playing as
well as she did, Miss de la Varocha captured
both the eye and ear. It is virtually
axiomatic among concert critics to employ
the term "lyrical" to describe a soloist's
performance, and this review is no ex-
ception. The melodies were tres
Chopinesque: The first movement a bit
melancholy but quite singable, the 2nd
movement peppered with arpeggios, and the
final movement not unlike a mazurka. Her
style was rhapsodic, her treatment
exuberant.
Aside from the evening's musical of-
ferings, one received the added dividend of
observing the unusual technique of the
cymbalist. When called upon to produce the
required clash he would arch his eyebrows,
stand on his toes, extend his frame forward
and his arse backward, and bring the
cymbals together horizontally, not ver-
tically. I don't know that this odd gesture
improves the timbre of his instrument but it
adds a new visual dimension- to the per-
cussion section.
The next concert by the Hartford Sym-
phony, on November 7, features symphonies
by Haydn and Mahler, and Beethoven's
Emperor Concerto.
This Week in the Arts
Tonight:Traffic <7;30); Such a Gorgeous
* M ( 9 )
Saturday: The
NightComers (7:30), starring Brando, based
on James' "Turn of the Screw".; The Ruling
Class (9:20), with Peter O'Toole, "a bizarre
comedy".
The food is good any time of the day. The Sunday through Tuesday: I Am a Fugitive
menu is large, but varies daily. If you are f r o n i A c h a ! n G a n g (7 :30) ; B l a c k L ^ , ,
willing to be daring you might try 'cau-cau (9:i5); (PaulMuni andBogie, see. p. for
(tripe), "anticucho" (beef hearts mannated P r e v i e w ) _
in wine and skewered) or "cerviche de DANCE:
pescade" (minced raw fish-well seasoned). Saturday and Sunday, Dance Program in
If not so bold, you might try "chupe de Goodwin Theatre, AAC, with Wendy Perron,
cameron," a shrimp soup which is highly R i s a jaroslow, Del Green. Student Ad-
recommended at $1.00 a bowl. You might mission $1.00 (See Announcement p. ).
have to ask, but we found Victoria prepares
an avocado salad, stuffed avocado, stuffed M U S I C .
eggplant, and steak in different regional T o n ign t i Washington Room, 9, Wild Blue
Peruvian styles. All meat dishes are Yonder (formerly Sloth).
(continued on pfl. 7)
EXHIBITS:
Watkinson Library, Walpole Exhibit.
Starting November 1, "Painting,
Graphics and Sculpture" 3rd floor, AAC.
OFF CAMPUS
BUSHNELL: November 7, The Hartford
Symphony Orchestra with Malcolm Frager-
Pianist playing a program of Haydn, Mahler
and Beethoven. 278-1450.
November 5, The Boston Symphony with
Seiji Ozawa.
Coining: November 19, "The Two Gen-
tlemen of Verona", get tickets now.
BALLET:
Tonight at 8 p.m., "Bartok and The
Ballet", Gyorgy Sandor and Bela Bartok,
Jr. call the, Ballet Company, 525-9396 or 278-
1450. At Bushnell Memorial.
The Nureyev Film, "I Am A Dancer" at
Bushnell Memorial: Thursday, Nov. 1, 8
p.m,; Friday, Nov. 2,8 p.m.; Saturday, Nov.
3, 4 p.m., tickets $2.50.
(continued on nexi page)
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'RTC Reviews
It's Only
IT'S ONLY A MOVIE, the new Family
album, is on Raft records, and as of yet is
only available as an English import. This
album may not be released in the U.S., so I
suggest that you pick it up where ever you
can (try Music World in Meriden). Besides
getting a marvelous album, you get a
typically good English production.
This is reported to be Family's last album,
as they have broken up. It is a big loss to
those who know Family. A tight and in-
novative group, Family has put out six
albums prior to this one, The first three are
no longer being pressed, and never sold
well, but were terrific rockers. Ric Grech, of
Blind Faith fame, started with Family, and
on his solo album are several cuts from the
first two Family albums. Once again it will
be worth your money to pick up any of these,
where ever you can.
Family went through many changes, On
their last three albums they ended up with
Poli Palmer on keyboards, John Wetton on
guitars, along with the nucleous of the
original Family, Rob Townsend thumping
percussion, Charlie Whitney picking
guitars, and Roger Chapman wailing on the
microphone. Wetton and Palmer are gone,
and on this new disc Jim Cregan on horns
and reeds, and Tony Ashton on the pearlies,
have joined Townsend/Whitney/Cnapman.
The album starts off with the title tract,
"It's Only A Movie", a song which captures
the spirit of the old cowboy movies, sound
tract and all. Ashton's bar room piano is
superb, and the whole song is typical of
Whitney and Chapman's creativity. (They
write all Family's material).
Family seems to enjoy the sound of the
40's and "Leroy (And His Campus Queen
What She Means, What She Means)" is very
much like "Sat'd'y Barfly'"off their album
FEARLESS, Whether it was intended or not,
this song is an abje statement of the
American Dream, right down to the "V-8
Hood, LOTSA CROME ON THE HUB,
SPEED that says 160 and some,.."
"Buffet Tea For Two" is one of the fan-
tastic cuts on this album, with nice piano
and guitar riffs, but especially another
incredable performance on the vocal chords
by Chapman. You got to hear him to believe
him.
Announcement
The Trinity College Literary Review is
coming out in December. The publication
will contain a greater variety of student
creative work than before and will be
larger than previous issues.
We are interested in ALL forms of
writing: fiction, non-fiction, poetry,
drama. Also, for the first time, we are
accepting photography as well as
graphics, line drawings and cartoons.
The deadline for submissions is
November 16, just two weeks away, so
please contact Gigi Bradford or leave
your work in Box 19 as soon as possible.
REMEMBER — this is YOUR Review!
we need your help, your art work and
your writing to make this issue as ex-
citing and interesting as possible.
w
Photo by Peter Ippedieo
Wild Blue Yonder, formerly Sloth is playing in the Washington Room tonight at 9 o'clock. Lighting by True Blood,
Sound by Peter Ippedico. Come to the pre-Halloween stomp to dance or just plain listen to some fine music by our ex-
Trinity fellows.
The Profit.(to be tied) of Doom would
enjoy the sexually oriented lyrics of the next
song. "When the men specie get hot, then
they sure do sing." and Family must be hot
for they all sing in a gospel type chorus,
ending side one with a real "Boom Bang."
On side two, three out of. five songs are
fantastic, not a bad percentage. The first,
"Boots 'n* Roots" is about travelin\.sung by
a guy who likes it. The cut starts off with a
swing land jazz version of "Swanee River",
and in that spirit the first verse is sung. The
first verse is then repeated and the song is
done by Chapman as a ballad any hobo
would love to have done.
"Banger" is an instrumental extention of
the above, and is rather disappointing. With
the album, you get a toy, called The Banger,
which is more fun than the song. The tract
sorely misses Chapman.
Bouncing back to excellence, Family hits
you with another song to man's-animal
passions. The song has a strong calypso
beat, and a fine horn arrangement,
reminding one of B,S and T. "Sweet
Desiree" is another Family sing along. Muy
bien!
"Suspician" is a fair rocker, typical of
what Whitney and Chapman can conjure up
with out much trouble. A good song, but only
fair compared to their other stuff.
"Check Out" on the other hand is one of
their very best. Ashton gives the track a full
•organ sound (a la Jon Lore), and Whitney
lets go on his double necked guitar. The
lyrics are about an-escaped convict, and if
Cool Hand Luke himself were to write a
song, this would be it.
Over all the album is good, with' Ashton
and Cregan adding much to the sound. If'you
have never been able to hear Chapman's
voice, you owe it to yourself to listen, for he
can do things you wouldn't believe. I know I
don't. Hopefully Chapman and Whitney will
stick together and form a new group, for
they are artists who are fully using their
talents to make something new, not
rehashed rock and bore.




October 31, University of Hartford:
"Opera ~ the Unifying Element of Emotive
Life" with John Zei, chairman of the Hartfc
Opera Department.
Goodspeed Opera House in East Haddam:
"ElCapitan" 873-8668,
II Trovatore, presented by The Con-
necticut Opera Association, November 14.
With Gilda Cruz-Romo, Richard Tucker,
Gwendolyn Killebrew, Vern Shinall. 522-9474
or 522-5995.
HARTFORD STAGE: "My Sister, My
Sister," till Nov. 4.
WADSWORTH ATHENEUM:
The Chaplin Series, last presentations:
"Modern Times" (7:30), "A King in New
York" (9:15) Nov. 1-4.







4 p.m. - 9 p.m,
Saturday 9 a. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
JACK AMD JILL CAME DOWN THE HILL
TO SAY HELLO TO HY AND LILL. . .
H & L PACKAGE
STORE
219 Zi on Street
247-9138 233-1834
Dear Student:
It's that time of year again when the Bookstore
has to make returns to the publisher to make
room for next semester's books. Don't get caught
short. If you have not yet purchased your books,
please do so nowj
P. S.
The Bookstore
Special orders and reorders are




1786 Broad St. .







The Peace Corps needs hundreds of
teachers to serve in Asia, Africa,
Micronesia and South America. Gain
valuable experience in teacher training,
designing curriculum, program planning
and evaluation. Must be US citwen.
Apply now for Jan. 74 training. For info,
visit your placement office or write Juay
Waite, ACTION 26 Federal Plaza
10O07 (212) 2M-71Z3.
NY
Lewis-Walpole Exhibit Poet's Comer
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By Nancy Barber
The Lewis-Walpole collection will be on
exhibit in the Watkinson Library for three
weeks beginning October 29. Wilmarth
Lewis is an author from Farmington, Conn,
whose library includes an extensive
collection of novels, essays and original
works of Horace Walpole. The Walpole-
Lewis Library, a well-known center of 18th
century British studies, also contains many
of Walpoles correspondences which were
edited forty years ago by Lewis. These
letters, compiled in thirty-six volumes, are
an admirable achievement of scholarship
and editorship. In honor of Lewis' ac-
complishments, a WUmarth Lewis lec-
tureship in 18th century British studies has
been announced by Dr. Cooper, chairman of
the History department. The series will
bring lectures in 18th century art, music and
politics to the campus.
Horace Walpole, the son of Prime
Minister Robert Walpole, was a leader in the
Gothic revival. According to Dr. Cooper, he
wrote the first important Gothic novel, the
first history of English painting, and was
one of the most prolific letter writers of his
time. He was a member of the House of
Commons and this, said Dr. Cooper, made
him "better informed about what was going
on" than most men.
You Don't Know Me
Eats
from pg. 5
prepared with wine or beer. Victoria's
roasted pork is delicious. She also makes an
Inca drink similar to cider called "chicha"
in two varieties - yellow and purple - from
the sprouts of the respectively colored corn
or maize.
For desert there is sometimes fresh
papaya or "dulce defijoles colados" a sweet
pudding made of beans, sprinkled with
sesame seeds, which might be mistaken for
a chestnut puree. This is phenomenal.
There is no liquor permit, so B.H.O. El
Inca is friendly and nearby at 449 Park
Street, on the corner of Squire Street (take a
right off Broad Street onto Park, El Inca is
on the right, on a corner, before Washington
Street). If in doubt about ordering, ask
Victoria what she suggests for the day.
Both these establishments give proof that




An evening of dance performed by Wendy
Perron, Risa Jaroslow and Del Green - all
members of the dance faculty - is scheduled
for November 2nd and 3rd. They will per-
form their own works as well as works by
William Dunas and Sara Rudner.
Jaroslow, formerly with the New Haven
Dance Ensemble and now dancing with
Wendy Perron in New York, has studied
with Merce Cunningham, Viola Farber and
Dan Wagoner. She has taught with the
Visiting Artists program sponsored by the
Connecticut Commission on Arts. She has
also taught at Adelphi University and at the
Dan Wagoner Studio in New York.
Perron, presently a critic for Dance
Magazine, has performed with
choreographers such as James Cun-
ningham, Deborah Jowitt, Albert Reid,
William Dunas and Twyla Tharp.
Jaroslow and Perron recently performed
in New York at the Theatre at St. Clements.
Del Green, a guest choreographer for the
semester teaches classes in the Afro-
American and Jazz Idiom at the Hartford
Conservatory. He has studied both in the
United States and Japan and has performed
most recently with the Greater Hartford
Arts Festival. , ,
The concert is Friday and Saturday at
8:15 in the Goodwin Theatre of the Austin
Arts Center. .
General Admission is $2.00, students,
$1.00.
The exhibit was formally opened by a
lecture by John Brooke, British lecturer-
historian who delivered a lecture on King
George III, the subject of his recent
biography, in the Austin Arts Center at 4:00,
October 28. Mr. Brooke is a senior editor of
the Royal Historian Manuscripts Com-
mission in addition to serving, along with
Dr. Cooper, on the advisory committee of
the Yale University edition of the Walpole
correspondents.
The main exhibition is in the Watkinson
Library. A small part will also be on display
in the first floor lobby. The exhibit, which is
being sponsored jointly by the Watkinson
Library, the Trinity Library, and the
History Department, is open to the public.
Members of the campus community are
encouraged to attend this unique exhibit of
one of the most interesting personalities of
the 18th century.
By Max Coyer She sleeps in beauty like the night
With violet lips and hip-worn lights.
A secret list of what she feared
Is morally sewn beneath her snear.
Too bad the poor thing lingered so
In the bath two nights ago,
For in those hours before a date,
She had the time to contemplate.
She thought of men and their delights
Concerning her, her body's plight.
She saw some bulls, all coming near
And horse's buttocks from the rear.
She sat surrounded, aimlessly wet
And made a game of what she'd get.
She made a list of his desires
From ice and chill to burning fires.
But as she thought, the sun did pass:
A shiny razorblade smiled, alas.
So black was his name upon her list,
She took his smile and slit her wrists.
Risa Jaroslow will perform November 2nd and 3rd with Wendy Perron and Del Green the guest choreographer. The
concert is 8:15 in Goodwin Theatre.
ROBERTS CENTER THEATRE WHOLE MAN SERIES
presents
HARTFORD SYMPHONY PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE
Fri., Nov. 9 • 8 P.M.
Admission $3 Special Student Rates




Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE # 2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493




130 New Britain Avenue






Hours: Daily 8 a.m.-8:30
p.m. Sundays 8 a.m.-5:00
• • p . m . ; •'. '• • : . ' • • ' ' .
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THE TRIPOD
Editorial Section
Vol. LXXII Issue 8
Impeachment: Positive Action
Every member of the Trinity College
community who feels the Executive Branch
of the United States Government is run by
an incompetent and irresponsible politician
must unite with others who feel similarly to
work for the impeachment and conviction of
Richard Milhous Nixon.
We, the editorial board, feel the
resolutions passed at Wednesday night's
All-College Meeting should be followed by
positive action. We endorse the suggestion
of Students for the Preservation of the
United States Constitution (SPUSC) that the
Trinity College community begin letter-
writing campaigns, circulate petitions in
the Hartford area, coordinate impeachment
efforts among other area colleges and send
resolutions to politicians explaining our
positions concerning impeachment and
conviction of the President.
The Connecticut Citizens' Action Group
(CCAG), Connecticut, Civil Liberties Union
(CCLU), student leaders from around the
state and representatives of all other anti-
Nixon groups in the state have begun to
work together. This is a major step toward
consolidating the impeachment forces'
power, and a move that should, indeed
must, be duplicated at Trinity.
All groups who are working for Nixon's
impeachment must unite: there is power
(only) in numbers. The Student Executive
Committee (SEC), though burdened by a
solidly anti-impeachment bloc, favors
impeachment and should therefore agree to
join the three other groups on this campus
who are directing their efforts toward
eliminating the reign of President Nixon.
These three groups, the Trinity Coalition
of Blacks (TCB), the SPUSC, and an un-
named group organized by George Minter,
united with the SEC could muster im-
measurably more influence in the minds of
Congressman William Cotter and Senators
Abraham Ribicoff and Lowell Weicker than
any of them could individually.
We laud the statement of Jim Gillespie of
TCB that the TCB "stands prepared to work
with any group for Nixon's impeachment."
Sheila Driscoll of SPUSC is also on the right
track in suggesting broadly coordinated
efforts for impeachment. The editorial
board urges the SEC to respect the im-
portance of the constitutional crisis that is
enveloping our nation and to suspend their
other business in favor of joining forces with
'King Richard'
To the editor:
1 Shakespeare has said it all: "Words,
words, mere words, no matter from the
heart." This quote aptly describes King
Richard's assurance that special Watergate
prosecutor Archibald Cox would enjoy
absolute authority in his pursuit for justice.
Like Troilus, the American public has been
duped by insincere rhetoric. Our lion-
hearted leader would insulate the
Presidency from any judicial probes. When
will the wooden horse of truth topple the
folly and falsehood of this Administration
and thus return a measure of political





I am writing in regard to the "premed
syndrome" (Oct. 9).
I was rather quite upset and even further
disullusioned by the apparent immaturity,
lack of intelligence, and lack of any par-
ticular individuality shown in the response
of some of the pre-meds interviewed in the
article devoted to them. They all seemed to
complain about the shortcomings, im-
balances, and pressures of the system; but
it would seem to me that the fault lies not
within the program but rather within the
individual student himself. I don't believe it
would be fair of me to be overly critical or to
single any individuals out, as some of them
probably realize the rather incriminating
light which their statements may have
placed upon them.
The article pointed out that the com-
petition for grades was overly intense, and
that prostitution, cheating, and other forms
of soul-selling were involved. Many com-
plained of having lost interest in people,
having fear of stepping outside of their very
narrow program of studies, and of being
excessively worried about grades (one
premed reckoned it had "ruined his life").
This is all no one's fault but the individual's.
Am I to be led to believe that the only reason
for doing well would be that the medical
schools require it? Whatever happened to
personal standards?
A lot of the premeds complained about the
difficulty of the course load and long lab
hours. Do they want everything handed to
them? And if things seem too difficult for
them why do they not attempt subjects for
which they are more suited? One often hears
would-be MD's gripe about their dislike of
the subjects they take such as Physics or
especially Organic Chemistry. They say
they don't see the point or why these sub-
jects should be required, This seems
somewhat singular and paradoxical that
they pursue with such fervor a field of study
which they find distasteful.
Another point, that the amount of study
required by these subjects precludes other
activities whether they be social, athletic, or
intellectual is somewhat out of line. Let me
say this (this applies not only to premeds but
to all students at Trinity College)-You are
an idiot if you take a course and read only
the books for that course and consult only
the lectures for that course, if you do not-
readily and gladly search out other sources,
and furthermore you are an idiot if you
confine your reading to only those subjects
in which you have courses. How many
people read the journals unless they are
specifically assigned?
And in the end even if the premed
program is such "hell", there are very real
rewards involved; I cannot see what reason
there is to complain when the medical
school graduate is making his $50,000 a year
while those of us, both science and non-
science majors, who foster a real interest
and love for what we do and above all
believe in, who question, search, and try to
do what is right for ourselves may have




This letter is written with the assumption
that it is possible to be a pre-med and a Real
Person at the same time. Lois Kim-
melman's comprehensive survey of pre-
med neuroses and grade-grubbing
techniques implies that this is not so. I
address myself to those who consider
themselves victims of the pre-med syn-
drome; those who consider themselves
victims of bad journalism are ably defended
by Mr. Leveille in last week's Tripod,
The classic pre-med complaint is that
competition for places in medical- school
fosters neurosis and dehumanizes, as
manifested in. grade-grubbing and the
massive nervous breakdowns anticipated by
about half the student body. Now,
presumably grades are only grubbed where
they can't be earned, and breakdown comes
just to those who cannot take the pace. But
since academic standards and pressures are
no higher here than in medical schools, shall
we assume that pre-med grade-grubbers
will also be med grade-grubbers? What
happens when they finally get to practice?
There are two versions of the "loss of
humanity" complaint: (1) "I don't have the
time to develop a compassionate and un-
derstanding personality because I'm too
TCB, Minter and SPUSC.
President Theodore Lockwood stated
after the All-College Meeting that he,
personally, not as a college president but as
an individual, does not favor impeachment
because he is unsure that sufficient grounds
exist for the move. If there are not sufficient
grounds, he continued, the furor surroun-
ding the impeachment attempt could be
worse for the country than just leaving
impeachment alone. Such a timid position
in the face of the recent actions of Richard
Nixon is, we feel, unsupportable.
Let Congress' investigation determine if
there is enough evidence of "high crimes or
misdemeanors" to dump Richard Nixon.
The pre-impeachment investigation has
begun in Congress, and we, the voters, the
citizens of this nation, must let our
representatives know we will support them
only if they move toward impeachment and
conviction of the President.
We, the editorial board, support the
proposition of Harvey Picker, assistant
professor of physics, who said we should
threaten our legislators with a vote boycott
if they do not follow up on impeachment.
Pressure must be brought to bear.
busy memorizing blood vessels and bones",
and (2) "I don'thave time to play Frisbee on
the quad because etc.." The complaint in
this second version, though a source of
trauma for many, doesn't seem too im-
portant in the final analysis. You gotta
choose your priorities.
Peter Baschj wherever you are, you've
got a point. A good doctor needs to un-
derstand the whole patient, not just from the
neck down. Unfortunately, this doesn't point
to scrapping our present program of study,
but to augmenting it. ("More courses? Oh,
no!" A cry went up from the multitude.)
Granted, the pre-med course load is heavy
and the pressure great. But we need the
knowledge - all the knowledge and wisdom




The first meeting of the Trinity College
ConnPIRG local board was held on Wed-
nesday October 17. The recently elected
members met to discuss organizational
matters and current projects. An open
meeting for the college community will be
publicized and held during October. The
members of the board urge interested
persons to contact them regarding questions
or possible projects. The project currently
underway involves the Telephone Company,
their treatment of students, and an attempt
to forestall a possible rate hike. Please feel
free to contact us on any ConnPIRG related
issue.
Ben Freeman Box 579
Peter Basch Box 854
Cathy Green Box 153
Peg Herzog Box 1892































STAFF: Paul Baekofen. Nancy Barber, Curl Beaudouin, Phil Bleluch, Ron Blitz, Fran Consdon, Bill DoaK,
Duennebler, Titia Erler, Sam Giddlnji, Lenny Goldschmidi, Stephen Greeley, Brian Greenfield, Rick Hall, YutaKa
Ishiiaka, Margie Johnson, Cindy Jolce, Steve Kayman, Dan Herman, Peter Lebovlti, Anne Levine, Melvin Lumslard.
Bennett Mortell, Nancy O'Connor, Sean O'Matley, Tony Plccirlllo, Cliff Posman, Mark Salonla, Jody Seala, J»Y
Sidebotham, Sam Thayer, Alex Tracker, Ric Woodward, Sob Zelinger.
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Nixon's Illness & The Big Myth
By Tom Bray
Richard Nixon came cruising in to the East Room for
his big press conference Friday night. He was all set to
sock it to those damn reporters. The first fifteen
minutes went smooth as silk. Nixon had a few prepared
off-the-cuff remarks about the ceasefire in the Mideast
and his unsuccessful efforts to secure "a ceasefire on
the home front." Then there were the predictable
canned answers to open ended questions.
But good old Dan Rather came through in the clutch.
When he asked about impeachment, Nixon answered
he was glad the vote was not being taken in the East
Room. And then the fireworks began. Nixon called the
press coverage on the firing of Cox "hysterical. But
Nixon said he was used to such treatment from the
press, having been hounded by them all of his political
career. But lest someone assume that he might be
angry at the press, Nixon hurried to assure them that
he could only be angry with those he respected.
The myth that Nixon is a stable national leader thus
dissolved, instead the nation watched a shaken man
who smiled at all of the wrong places and viciously
lashed out at his traditional scapegoat, the press. Poor
Richard. Agnew is not available to kick around the
press anymore; he has got to do it himself now,
The topic of Nixon's emotional stability did indeed
come up at the press conference. The President was
obviously prepared for it. "The tougher things get," he
quipped, "the cooler I get." And later he added, "I've
got what it takes." The trouble was that when only
minutes later the tough questions started appearing,
Nixon's facade of coolness melted away like MoArthur
Park. He revealed that he did not have what it takes to
answer a tough question directly, but showed that he
sure as hell could attack the person who is asking the
question.
What he saw Friday night was the conflict between
the New Nixon and the Old Nixon. The New Nixon is
cool; the Old Nixon gets hot under the collar. The New
Nixon can talk reasonably with Soviet boss Brezhnev.
The Old Nixon cannot talk reasonably for over fifteen
minutes to the American press. The packaging that
was wrapped around the Old Nixon in 1968 and 1972 is
unraveling.
Dick Nixon is up the proverbial creek without a
paddle. Despite his relinquishing of some of the tapes,
the constitutional crisis he created is not disappearing.
The inquiry into impeachment is continuing. And what
is worse, the people are becoming angry. The pollsters
are now bombarding us with statistics showing that
sixty or seventy percent of the people do not support
Nixon. His popularity percentage is so low that even
the Dow Jones Industrials cannot touch it, although
with Nixon's economic policies they are giving it a
good try.
Even the students are beginning to rise out of their
slumber. The sleeping giant is awakening. This is not
to imply that I thought that the big myth about
"student apathy" was valid in the first place. The
same journals (e.g., The Hartford Courant) and the
same people (e.g., professors), that five years ago
were denouncing confrontation tactics, are now trying
to point out how shallow the student movement was in
the first place since it has "faded away." Whoever
says that student political activity has faded away
ignores the fact that George McGovern seized the
Democratic nomination largely on the backs of
students. The only thing that has left the college
campus is confrontation politics, which deserve to be
brought back. If three or four hundred people had gone
to "chat" with President Lqckwood after the All-
College meeting, we might still be there chatting with
him. Then no one would say shit about student apathy;
instead they would cry about the long-haired punks
who were terrorizing the college.
But the perpetrators of the myth of student
powerlessness can not have it both ways. Those who
bemoan the apathy had better be careful or in spring
their words may come back to haunt them.
In The Third World
We Support Nixon's Impeachment
By Political Education Committee of the Trinity Coalition of Blacks
We whole-heartedly support the recent call for the
impeachment of President Nixon put forth by the All-
College meeting this past October 24. We find tHe
student body's participation in the meeting to be a
slight indication that the general atmosphere of
student apathy which has prevailed here at Trinity
over the past four years, may be drawing to a close. As
an organization which has historically been a campus
catalyst intent upon increased awareness and
eradication of the oppressive conditions faced by
Blacks, we feel the recent All-College move to be in our
best interests in achieving these goals. The Political
Education Committee of the Trinity Coalition of Blacks
is at present prepared to lend any of its' available
resources to College groups in a move to impeach
Nixon.
For Blacks and other minorities throughout the
country Nixon has been more man a pain in the side.
Since his election in 1968 the Nixon Administration's
attitude toward Blacks and other minorities has grown
increasingly hostile, and the issue of social equality
during this period has lost importance of concern in
governmental arenas. Since his election Nixon has
made political moves to phase out social programs and
institutions such as OEO, and state, municipal, and
federal sponsored or supported welfare programs.
The phasing out of these programs have had all but a
disastrous affect on our communities, occurring in
concert with rising costs of living, meat shortages, fuel
shortages, and increases in unemployment rates, their
termination have put increased economic burdens on
the poor, to whom they were of some benefit. Although
we do not find welfare and other related social
programs desirable, we do find a need for their con-
tinuity when other facets of society, such as in cost of
living rises, high unemployment, and continued job
discrimination, eliminate feasible alternatives for the
poor.
The Nixon Administration's repressive attack on the
Black community has occurred long before the
Watergate scandal, and the revealing of CIA activities
throughout the country to infiltrate and disband so-
called Black militant organizations, in addition to
white-militant or anti-Nixon groups. The Nixon
Enemies list is a clear indication of a presidential
paranoia concerning legitimate opposition.
We feel that the Watergate scandal, the ITT scandal,
the resignation of the Vice-President and Attorney
General, and the secret bombings of Cambodia, all
indicate to us a serious inability of the president to
effectively manage the country and those in positions
of power, in a cohesive,, unified manner, wherein the
interests of the American public at large is held in high
esteem.




I am considerably embarrassed to be in the position
of having to write this article at this time. To be more
accurate, I am considerably embarrassed that Trinity
College should place me in the position of having to
write an article about and work for the abolition of a
"quota", a "bag", a limit, or a set number of males at
Trinity. I must work for the abolition of a quota for
which there is not any moral or "legal" excuse, but for
which THERE ISN'T EVEN AN EXISTING, VIABLE
RATIONALE.
There is no reason for a quota (other than stagnation,
inertia, a status quo, or a conservative attitude, which
signifies an inability to adapt realistically), because
when we have gone "co-ed" in a "major" way, any
arguments that might have existed for the quota fall
aside.
On Wednesday night (Oct. 31), at 8:00 PM in McCook
Auditorium, Mr. Smith, Vice-President of the college,
and Mr. Viering, chairperson of the Athletic Advisory
Board, will debate the merits of the 1000 male quota
with two Trinity professors, Ms. Dultz and Mr.
Higgins. Mr. Smith will presumably present the
"Administration's " position, which in the light of past
performances, will be unlikely to contain any plausible
justification. (It should be noted here that there is
already widespread support for the abolition of the
quota being voiced by a number of administrators).
Last year the TCC debated the merits of having a
1000 male quota, and recommended its abolition with
little dissenting debate. Many of us were astonished
No Reasons For Quota
that such a thing existed, and were appalled at the lack
of justification offered for it, particularly in the light of
the superior academic performance of the women
applicants. A rough guess tossed around the TCC was
that admission on the basis of competence and
academic merit would yield 63%. women at Trinity.
It seemed then, and it seems now, an (insupportable,
immoral, and DISCRIMINATORY system. Many of us
on the Council were forced to conclude that this was
simply an example of a more general pattern of
discrimination against women on this campus.
The women on this campus face tougher admissions
criteria than men, because males less qualified are
chosen over women more qualified. Once here, the
women are faced with professors in some depart-
ments, faculty advisors, and even some department
chairmen, who discourage them from pursuing ad-
vanced professional or educational goals or
achievement. Women have a much smaller group of
same-sex friends to choose from, which is an ex-
tremely important negative environmental factor for
many women here, and one which has hindered some
from finding the support and confidence needed to act
and advance academically, professionally, per-
sonally—also, in short, to overcome such
discrimination. There are few women faculty on the
campus, few woman's courses.
This is harrassment. The argument that enough
facilities for a 50-60% woman student body could not be
found on a campus designed originally for "men only"
may hold true for some campuses, but it is certainly
not the case at Trinity, as has been amply demon-
strated already.
The argument that 1000 men are needed for the
sports teams is denied by some members of the
Athletic Advisory Board even; besides what about
enough women for the women's sports?
The argument that women will not excel
academically has been shattered; the argument that
they will not contribute in the outside world is being
shattered. Most particularly, the argument that the
women, as alumnae, will not contribute as much (do to
their lower paying jobs as men is an argument in
FAVOR of terminating the quote. The more women
that receive a college education, the better the chances
that women will be accepted into the."money-making"
jobs, and the better our chances for receiving money
from our women graduates and already sizable
number of women alumnae.
It seems to me that this should embarrass you suf-
ficiently to demand that the quota be abolished. The
Board of Trustees must decide this issue but they need
to see strong student support, and strong ad-
ministrative support.
Come to McCook on Wednesday—ask embarrassing
questions—show your support, and CONVINCE THE
ADMINISTRATION TO SHOW THEIR SUPPORT.
week..«.
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If Dogs Run Free
By Matthew Moloshok
Last week, I spoke about world chaos. It dawned on
me that I hadn't bothered to define chaos, an un-
pardonable omission in a column called "Concrete
Thinking."
Let me define chaos in clear, concise and concrete
terms. World chaos is when you can't recognize who's
winning. Metachaos is when you can't recognize who's
fighting, or what they're fighting about.
Recently, the Israelis fought the Arabs. President
Nixon's lawyers fought.. ..well, President Nixon, And
the New York Mets fought the Oakland A's.
All of these were world shaking events: the Middle
East War threatened the American oil industry, the
Watergate War threatened the American repression
industry, and the World Series threatened the
American beer and frankfurter industry, particularly
in the New York and the Bay Area.
With all these important things going on, there was a
great deal of press coverage. Also there was a great
deal of campus interest.
At dinner one night, tasked someone, "Who's win-
ning."
He replied, "The Mets, 1-0."
"No I meant the war,"
•"Gee, I don't know. I turned the news on when they
were giving sports." He called over to someone else,
"Hey, who's winning the Middle East war?"
"I don't know, but Nixon's getting his you-know-what
whupped in the courts."
"But I still want to know who's winning," I insisted.
What's On Second
"I don't know," said a newcomer. "I turned it off
after the third."
"I prefer the Pastoral," said yet another person.
"Well, I happen to know it's the top of the Ninth,"
said my original news source.
"Do you Siink they've reached the choral section
yet?" asked a hearer,
"Not yet," I assured him. "There's an explosion just
before the bass solo."
"An explosion? Where? Near Syria?"
"Gee, that's the first I hear about it. Must have been
caused by a smart bomb."
"You mean one that's guided by radio?" I asked.
"That's a vicious lie that Nixon's trying to pass off to
the American people. The media can't control the
nation."
"Don't get hysterical," I suggested. "I was only
trying to say . . ."
Justthen someone burst in. "There's a new offensive
at the Bar Lev line."
"Do they play for the Dolphins?" asked a listener.
"No," said someone else authoritatively. "This is
just a curve that the Egyptians are throwing to take
some pressure off their rear."
"Well, I always said Nixon is an ass."
"No," said his interlocutor. "I was talking about the
war."
"What war?"
"Oh, is there a war?" said someone else. "I heard
there was going to be cease-fire."
"Says who?" I asked.
"The U.N.'s Secretariat."
"He's racing next week in Canada."
"Now I'm losing track of things here," I said.
"Well, he's racing and Riva Ridge will be running
too."
"Hmph. Must be a new offensive in the Golan
Heights."
Someone suddenly cried, "The Mets won! Just heard
it over a New York station."
"Well, Oakland claims that they won."
"Who can you believe?" I asked.
"The Israelis told the truth in the last war."
"But President Nixon says he hasn't seen such
hysterical reporting in twenty-seven years."
"He's mobilized the armed forces to fight the
Ruskies."
"But the Russians say they haven't done anything to
deserve this."
"Whom are we fighting?" asked someone,
"I just don't know," said someone else.
Another nodded sagely. "Obviously, you're all out to
get the President. Can't we have a domestic cease-
fire?"
"Not until we know who's winning," said someone
else.
At this stage everyone jumped up and sang the
National Anthem of Freedonia.
I continued. "We can't have a cease-fire until we
know we're winning."
"Winning what?" asked someone else,
"No," I said. "What's on second."
Once Upon A Face
By Wild Bill Monkey
and Hopalong Bone
In this day of enlightenment, Freshman males may
have only one illusion left—The Roadie.
Like most adolescent males, Trinity Freshmen are
most concerned with two subjects—sex and their next
meal. Occasionally one can get something good to eat
at Friendly's, but after a few months, the more
esoteric biological drives begin to evidence themselves
in strange rites known as Roadie NSafaris. As the
weather gets coWer and the heat in North Campus fails
to go on, tbe desire to affiliate', along with its sub-
sequent frustration quota, will increase. Finally a
breaking point is reached, The Roadie is discovered!
The aim of education is to pass the wisdom and ex-
perience of one generation to the next. Herein we will
pass on many generations findings in the art of
safarring.
First of all—know your objective. While visiting your
prospective playground you may run across a species
of girls that actually wear make-up, to say nothing of
bras and underarm deodorant. Furthermore, many
girls can actually string two sentences together and
have progressed past Spiderman comics. This puts
them intellectual light years ahead of Trinity frosh.
Back to square one,
Alcohol is a major factor in a Roadie weekend,
Usually it is served, but if in doubt, bring some; you
may need it. If at all possible put a buzz on before you
leave so on your dreary return you can always claim
that you didn't want to go, and that you were roped into
it. Secondly, if you aren't intoxicated at the en-
Freshman Roadies
counter—fake it—that way you will have an in-
ternationally accepted excuse for your actions.
Before you leave, be prepared, Do not wear a tie and
do brush your teeth. Also be ready to lie about your
age, class and major.
For your convenience we have organized a special
Roadie kit. You would probably only consider it
necessary i£ you found yourself stranded in a girls'
dorm without it.
Roadie Kit
1. a pocket comb
2. Binaca. (This can double as mace.)
3. A small lump in the wallet—preferably in dayglo
colors.
4. Wash & Dry~a very important item.
5. One change of U-Trou
6. Silk Stockings—to barter with the peasants.
7. Paper Bag, approximately the size of the average
female skull, this also can double as a flight sickness
bag. . :
8. 2 lbs. of cheap hamburger to distract Amherst
football players or to attract some of the kinkier co-
eds.
9. Complete Copy of the Geneva Convention's Rules
of War.
Okay, now you are ready to go. When you arrive at
your target school, remember that Trinity men favor
the suave, sophisticated, continental approach, most
closely approximated by the landing on Normandy
Beach, June 6, 1944.
We have compiled a short incomplete list of places to
visit in the hunt for Roadies. The first string consists of
Wheaton, Wellesley, Holyoke, and Smity, Wheaton and
Wellesley are the longest drives but they aren't worth
the trip, which may in fact be the highlight of the
evening.
At Wheaton mixers one can find the largest amount
of conversation compressed into the smallest amount
of thought. A normal breathing Trinity male should do
well here, providing that he has the normal com-
pliment of arms and legs. We haven't reached the
stage of sending Roadies to Dartmouth or Amherst, but
after seeing Wheaton one may be tempted,
Reports from Wellesley are scarce, but they
generally agree that the girls here are excellent
sedatives. Furthermore, if it is necessary to use the
toilet here, first line the seat with paper.
Mother Hen is alive and well at Holyoke. Here you
are guaranteed a rousing debate with the desk sentry.
Avoid Wilbur unless in need of sleep.
The prospects at Smith are summed up in one term-
JulieNixonEisenhower.
in summary, if you must leave the confines of dear
Trinity to take part in this ancient ritual, be prepared
for the worst.
Neighborhood Nausea—The Personal Taste.
Today we salute the new captain of the great ship
T.C.C. This man will assume full responsibility, though
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By Emily and Kevin Sullivan
If you haven't noticed, this is an election year with
local offices at stake throughout Connecticut. And, in
what's sure to be a record low turnout, Hartford voters
will be going about the business of reelecting a
Democratic mayor, 6 councilmen, and other minor
office-holders—leaving to Republicans only the 3
guaranteed minority spots on the City Council. A mood
of fatigue, the absence locally of a vigorous two-party
system, and a lack of hard issues have taken their toll
on public interest.
But don't get the idea that this isn't an important
election. Also at stake are 5 seats on the 8-member
Board of Education, and with them the progressive
coalition which has begun to provide some positive
direction in educational policies over the past two
years. And, because of the likely low turnout this year,
it's here that every vote really counts.
Remember that Board elections are non-partisan so,
while the Democratic and Republican parties are
deeply involved and do endorse, each candidate must
run as an individual and be voted on separately (apart
from the party levers which apply to all other offices).
This means most voters don't make the additional
effort to find (always located far down on the ballot)
and vote for the board candidates. But it also means
more openness, especially this year with as many
different combinations of candidates being supported
as there are sections of the city.
With Board terms staggered, 8 candidates are
running for 5 openings and each voter may ballot for
only 3 or less. Each party has endorsed 2 can-
didates—Democrats Barbara Kenny and Maria
Sanchez (the first Puerto Rican to run). Republican
incumbents Fred Bashour and Annie Warren (the only
black running this year). The others, all Democrats,
range from West End and South End conservatives
Jean Kearney and Linda Rubera respectively, to Lewis
Fox with 34 years on the Board, to the freshest and
most hopeful candidate, David King.
Suffice to say that at least three candidates' ex-
perience and commitment to a responsive Board
recomment them to the voters of Hartford—Sanchez,
Warren, and David King whose candidacy deserves
more comment. Borrowing from an October 20th en-
dorsement by the Hartford Times, David King is a
"unique candidate." His experience as a Model Cities
director and now as administrator of community
services for eight inner-city churches, his solid
awareness of the issues and commitment to new
directions, and his vigor and openness as a candidate
have brightened an otherwise dreary election. Hart-
ford voters should not miss the opportunity to elect
him.
Polls will be open from 6:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. on
Tuesday, November 6, and, while your interest may
not be local politics, your vote could help make a differ
not be local politics, your vote could help make a dif-
ference in this city. Vote and remember that Board of
Education candidates. There lies the future of Hart-
ford.
Community
Although there are no national elections
this fall, local contests are often real tests of
strength and can be fun and instructive to
participate in. In Hartford there is an
election in November for Mayor, Seats on
the City Council, City Treasurer, and five
seats on the Board of Education.
The Republicans are heavily out-
numbered in terms of registrations, but are
waging a game campaign.
Many candidates would welcome the
assistance of student volunteers to help
them in their campaigns in publicity,
organization and coordination of various
campaign activities.
We have contacted all the candidates
running for office and the following have
indicated that they would welcome the help
of students. If you are interested in assisting
a Republican, call the candidate of your
choice as indicated below. If you choose to
help a Democrat, please call Democratic
Headquarters at 233-5158 except when an
individual phone number is listed. In this



























































Services to Handicapped Children
The Hartford School System has special
classrooms in eleven schools servicing the
needs of children with various kinds of
learning disabilities, handicaps, emotional
or social adjustment problems. The student
volunteers helping teachers in classrooms
with these teachers are extremely useful
and welcome. It provides an excellent op-






children with different problems.
For more information call: Ivan Backer,
McCook 326, extension 310, or see: Willie
Smith or Terry Collado.
~ Wadsworth Atheneum
Volunteer tour guides are needed for the
Tactile Gallery for the Blind and Sighted in
the Wadsworth Atheneum to assist visitors
in participating in a sensory experience
related to the senses.
Training and education is provided for
each volunteer to learn how to conduct blind
persons through the gallery. Volunteers
could also learn and teach by doing a project
related to the senses and presenting it to
other volunteers.
Volunteers must have the time and in-
terest to participate in an ongoing program
cf training and education. A secure and
positive attitude toward the handicapped is
desirable. One half day per week is the
minimum for participation in this program.
For further information contact: Bette
Leicach, Curator, Tactile Gallery for the
Blind and Sighted, 278-2670, ext. 228.
economy-minded?
Shop us for the largest selection at the biggest savings
Special Collection STEREO ALBUMS
at Trinity Follett Bookstore
Included are artists such as
NEIL DIAMOND, DOORS,
BEATLES, DEEP PURPLE,
DAVE MASON, BLIND FAITH,
CREAM, PARTRIDGE FAMILY,
BEE-GEES, DIONNE WARWICK,.
ERIC BURDON, SEALS & CROFT,
ELTON JOHN, NEW SEEKERS,
HERBIE MANN, NICE, DAWN
PLUS HUNDREDS OF OTHERS
Your Choice





Kitchen Closes at 10:30 p.m.
Open: 9 ajn. to 1 a,m. everyday except Sunday
I.D.'S A HE
Across the street from campus
217 New Britain Avenue
549-6575







DELUXE STEREO CASSETTE DECK WITH
DOLBY NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM.
•Ferr i te& Ferrite Heads
•Automatic Total Mechanism Shutoff
•Tape Select Switch
• 3—Digit Tape Counter
• Straight Line Record Level Controls
• Peak Limiter Monitor
• Much More
Brought to you by
SUPERSCOPE
YOU'LL DIG ALL THE SOUND
YOU'LL GET FROM THIS
SYSTEM...YOU'LL ALSO DIG
THE PRICE!
We can't say enough about the EP! 100'S, but saying "enough" . . . isn't . . .
you have to listen to them. The clean, clear sound that comes through the EPI 100'S
will satisfy even the most demanding stereo enthusiasts. The 100'S are easily driven by
the Sherwood S-71Q0A AM/FM Stereo Receiver with a distortion level of only .2%.
Completing the system is'a BSR McDonald 510X automatic turntable with synchronous
motor for perfect speed and a Shure M-75C cartridge.. Come into Fred Locke Stereo
and listen to this dynamite system at this dynamite price . . . $425.00 . .'. Enough said?





































Who will you vote for next Tuesday? Can-
didates for the Board of Education will be here
Friday night (November 2) at 6:00 p.m. in
Wean Lounge. They will explain their views
and answer your questions. At 7:00 p.m. in
Wean Lounge, two of the Democratic can-
didates for City Council, Mary Heslyn and
Allyn Martin, will speak on their plans for the
city and will answer any questions.
HUM
Shabbat Services this Friday will be held at
5:00 in the Hillel House, 30 Cresent St. Join us!
(followed by a kiddush and the stroll back to
Mather).
SEC
On Wednesday night, at 8:00 p.m., In McCook
Auditorium, TWO is sponsoring a panel
discussion to air the conflicting views about
Trinity's quota. Vice President Smith and Mr.
Donald Viering will be defending the quota of
1,000 men, Professor Noreen Dulz and Dr.
Higgins will be attacking it. Dean Spencer will
be moderator. Does Trinity need the quota? Is
it immoral? Come and decide for yourself.
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Mead Lecture
The Department of Economics of Trinity
College announces The Annual Mead Lecture
In Economics on "The Theory Of Human
Betterment, or How To Stop Things Going
From Bad To Worse" to be delivered by
Kenneth E. Boulding, Professor of Economics,
Institute of Behavioral Science, University of
Colorado, on Tuesday evening, November 13,
1973 at 8:00 p.m. in the Goodwin Theater,
Austin Arts Center.
The Student Executive Committee (SEC)
will hold an-open meeting on Tuesday, October












AND SON, INC. .
207 New Britain Ave.
527-5218
General Auto Repairing
24 Hour Towing Service
COLLEGE SPORT SHOP
112 New Britain Ave.
Hartford





Footballs p h o n e 247-9905
TO: ALL FACULTY
IF YOU HAVE NOT RECEIVED YOUR
CHRBSTMAS TERM TEXT PACKETS.
PLEASE CONTACT THE BOOKSTORE.
DEADLINE DATE FOR TEXT REQUESTS
IS NOV. 1.
TRINITY STUDENTS
get out your IDs &truckdownto
FREE PIZZA
BEER $150 a pitcher
10% DISC, on drinks
every Wednesday






PRICE INCLUDES ROUND-TRIP FIRST
CLASS SERVICE AIRFARE AND
ACCOMODATBONS FOR 1 WEEK
* Per Triple Occupancy,
'234.00 For Double Occupancy
& 7 % Tax
DETAILS WILL BE GIVEN WEDNESDAY/
QCT, 24 AT 8s00 IN THE WASHINGTON ROOM
THE MHBOG - CLAPP & TREAT SKI SHOP SKI NIGHT
For Additional Information Contact Gene Shew Box 1765
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FEELING RIPPED OFF? TRY BRANDS MART WHERE
CONNECTICUT'S
LARGEST AUDIO JOBBER
OPENS ITS DOORS TO STUDENTS
AUDIO SPEAKERS ENTERTAINMENT
BSR 610AX





8" woofers, 31/2" tweeters
OUR PRICE $289.00,
VISIT OUR SOUND ROOM
Admiral, Akai, Altec, Ampex, Benjamin,
BSR, Concord, Dorcorder, Dual, Dynaco,
Electrophonic, Empire, Fisher, Garard,
Harmon Kardon, KLH, Koss, Kraco,
Marantz, Miida, Musonic, Nikko, Pana-
sonic, Pickering, Pioneer, Pickering,
Sanyo, Sherwood, Shure, Sony, Superex,
Toshiba, Zenith.
STEREO & TAPE ON DISPLAY
AR BMI
C o m e i n a n d Low price, quality
listen to the fabu- s p e a k e r s w i t h
lous AR-8's, the complete 5 yr.
R o c k - N - R o l l w a r r a n t y and
speakers. over-counter ex-
change.
Plus ADC, Altec, Dynaco, Empire, Fisher,






SONY, Panasonic, GBC, Hitachi, Philco,







STUDENT OR FACULTY I.D.
REQUIRED FOR ADfiSTTAHCE TO SHOWROOM
REFRIGERATORS
We're one of the few places with
inventory of the 2 cu. ft. MINI-REFRIG-
ERATORS and the 25 cu. ft. Maxi-Re-
frigerators; stocking Amana, GE, Gibson,
Indesit, Olympic, Philco, Lanz, Westing-
house, Kelvinator, and Whirlpool.








CLOSED CIRCUIT & VIDEO
NEW CARS & TIRES
JEWELRY
OPEN
MON, TUES, WED, FR1: 9-6
THURS: 9-9
SAT: 9-4
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Ephman Blank Booters
By Murray Peterson
Trinity soccer made it six straight and
thirteen winless games in a row over two
seasons as they were blanked by Williams
by a healthy four goal margin in their only
encounter last week. The visitors scored afi
their tallies in the opening half and then
preceded to strangle the Bantam forward
'wave' in the second half.
The Ephmen did not take long to jump out
in front as they were awarded a penalty kick
in the eighth minute of play. Jay Morgan
thought fast and deflected a sure goal away
from the net with his arm. Unfortunately the
conversion was good anyway. Most of the
pressure was at and around the Trinity
goalmouth and at the 35 minute mark the
Ephmen had their second marker, when
lack of good coverage on a corner kick was
costly.
Roy Dath tried to stir something up by
changing goalies, but, unfortunately, he has
got the wrong idea since changes are
necessary in the offensive alignment, not
the defensive (or maybe his goal this year is
just one scoreless tie).
Bill Lawson was no more effective than
Otto Preminger in stopping the unceasing
Ephmen attacks, and in a span of 1:50 late in
the half, Williams had their third and fourth
goals of the contest.
Both of these goals were the result of good
passing plays ending in pinpoint shots from
point blank range.
Whereas in the first half Williams' well-
drilled team had destroyed the Bantams
with excellent trapping, dribbling and
passing, in the final half their restrictively
tight defense almost totally shut off the
meager offense of the hosts.
Chris Jennings and Hobie Porter hit the
crossbar, but that was as close as they came
as the excellent Ephmen goaltender
recorded his fifth shutout in a row.
For Williams, 0-2-4 before the game, it
was their first victory, and a well-deserved
one, for they have been playing high-class
competition. For Trinity;..well, they still
have four matches left, one at home this
Saturday vs. Union at noon.
Frosh Continue Streak
'6S™ Tlir A l lan fi^-avolr
Photo by Sean O'Malley
Chris Jennings battles an Ephman during Saturday's massacre. The Stork
as well as the rest of the front liners saw very little of the ball as most of the
action was at the Trinity end of the field.
Womens Crew at the Head
By the Bomb
The results in the women's division of the
Head Of the Charles Regatta in Cambridge,
held on Oct. 21, indicated a competitive field
for Trinity's women's crew. At the Head
Trin's first boat had beaten Yale, Mid-
dletown High School and Wesleyan over the
three mile course. However, U Mass had
beaten Trin soundly with a 13 second
margin. The overall results had left U Mass
and Trjn-sixth and eighth respectively. All
fouf of these crews plus George Washington
University would be competing for the
Genevieve H. Goodwin Cup hosted by
Trinity.
The buildup for the race Was warranted as
the first three boats finished within 1.2
seconds of each other. However, Trin was
not among the first three to cross the line. In
fact, Yale sprinted by Wesleyan and Mid-
dletown in the last 200 meters of the 1100
meter race to take the cup. Middletown
appeared to be the leader for most of the
race, but was hurt measureably by the lack
of a solid sprint. Trinity had a good, strong
start but suffered a mishap in the first third
of the race. From there it was catch-up
rowing. Rowing at a high pace of 36-37
strokes per minute, Trin could only makeup
a length or two that they had lost. They
finished 2-1/2 lengths behind the leader-
Yale. This had to be a disappointment, for in
the qualifying race they had finished only





* Preparation for tests required for
admission to graduate and profes-
sional schools
* Six and twelve session courses
* Small groups
•Voluminous material for home study
prepared by experts in each field
'Lesson schedule can be tailored to
meet individual needs. Lessons
can be spread over a period of
several months to a year, or for
. out of town students, a period
of one week
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336-5300
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The second boat race was a completely
different story. From the start Trin was
moving away from U Mass' second boat,
and each stroke there after increased their
lead, Rowing a clean 33-34 Trin never let up
and ended with an unmerciful 36 second (9-
10 lengths) victory. The UMass second boat,
besides looking sloppy and out of time, was
never on the race, but was damaged even
more by taking the only turn of the race
much too wide. This turn, made by the
cox'n, was to be the death or the making of
more than one competitor.
The second boat time of 4:35.8 turned out
faster than the winning varsity boat time,
the best being produced by the U Mass
varsity in the petite final - surprise for the U
Mass contingent who saw their hopes
squelched as their varsity failed to qualify
for the finals. Granted these two times may
have.been in faster conditions, but it did give
some indication that the talent in the Trinity
women's crew has yet to be welded into one
boat.
The irony of the day was not that Trin's
first boat had not won, nor that U Mass, the
favorite of the regatta, had not qualified.
But rather, the traditional winning cox'n's
being taken in two inches of water and four
inches of mud, while tired oarswomen lifted
their shells out of the water only to drenched
by the water gathered in their shell. As one
disgusted girl put it - "Shit! You're supposed
to get wet when you win.not when you lose."
Wrestling
Despite the rumors to the contrary it has
finally been substantiated that Trinity
College indeed has a wrestling team. The
team will begin practice next week under its
mentor Dick "Takedown" Taylor.
The schedule consists of two "mini
seasons" with Christmas vacation squeezed
in between. The Dre-Christaas matches
By llan Stark
Dr. Chester McPhee and his Baby Ban-
tams have continued their winning ways
with successive victories over Springfield
and Coazt Guard. These two decisions
marked their 16th and 17th straight victories
for the freshman football program.
The 18-14 victory over Springfield was a
tight struggle with both teams depending
upon opportunistic defenses. Trinity's of-
fense was sustained primarily by the im-
pressive inside power running of Pat Hef-
fernan who pounded out 119 yards on 32
carries. Touchdowns were scored by Hef-
fernan on a 5 yard burst, and by QB Chuck
Cowing on a 2 yard sneak. The magic toe of
John Childers added the extra points. The
two safeties were recorded by middle guard
Chuck Reise and to defensive end Dave
Jancarski.
Springfield scored twice on spectacular
long distance affairs. The first, a triple-
reverse pass play from the single wing
covered 80 yards. The second T,D. was a 70
yard pass interception which interrupted an
impressive Trinity drive in the 4th period.
Last Friday the Frosh put on an offensive
display for the parents as they crushed
Coast Guard 40-14. This time the Bantams
completely dominated as they combined an
explosive offense with a stingy defense
Trinity put the game away early as they
scored 20 points in the first quarter.
The first touchdown drive was spear
headed by fullback Pat Heffernan who again
had an awesome day as he carried the ball
27 times for 104 yards. The first T.D. came
from the 20 yard line with QB Cowing
executing the option play perfectly as he
pitched out to Mark Gerz who took it into the
endzone. The second touchdown came after
a Coast Guard fumble. Again Cowing and
Heffernan were the primary instigators
with Cowing gaining the final yard. The last
touchdown of the first period was set up by
Gerz's 49 yard run. Heffernan took it over
for the six pointer as he pounded up the
middle from 3 yards, out. •_ __ _
The second quarter was much th& same
with the Bants stretching their lead to 34-0.
This time Cowing went to the air as he hit
Bob O'Leary on a pretty 45 yard pass. With
1:50 left in the half QB John Dambroski
found Roger LaCharite alone as this 47 yard
pass play also was worth six.
This victory was by far the Baby Bantams
most impressive victory of the year. The
defense anchored by Mike Leverone, David
Jancarski, and John Brucato managed to
keep Coast Guard off balance while the
offense began to look like a well oiled
machine. In fact, the victory was so con-
vincing that Dr. McPhee only had to turn his
hat around once as he pleaded with the ref
for justice.
Photo by Dave Levin
Barbara Clark heads upfield
during the parent's weekend field
hockey game vs. Smith. Alas,
Barbara and her team mates could
not solve the opposing goalie and
therefore lost, 1-0.
include tilts with Bridgewater State,
Wesleyan, and W.P.I. The Bridgewater and
W.P.I, matches will be the first home bouts
since wrestling was resurrected three years
ago.
In the second half of the season the
Bantam grapplers will take on Amherst,
University of Hartford, Southern Con-
necticut, and Massachusetts Maritime. The
season will conclude with the New Englands
at the Coast Guard Academy.
If anyone is interested in displaying their
physical superiority there will be a meeting
at the Ferris Athletic Center on Monday
November 5th at 7:30 pm
ABC Pizza
(across from campus)




CALL 247-0234 and pick up your order
Hours: AAon. - Thurs. 11-12
Fri. - Sat. 11-1 a.m. Sun. 11-12
=*=
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Buckett Sets
Rochester Stings Bantams, 24-7
>>«k Hall %***'By Ric  all
Saturday afternoon Trinity lost 24-7 to a
tough Rochester team. The game, which
took place at Jessee Field, was marred by
many penalties and turnovers. Trinity
turned the ball over six times (4 by in-
terception) and was penalized for a total of
118 yards. Trinity never led during the game
but was not really out of the game until the
fourth quarter.
Rochester's first half scoring was due
mainly to faulty pass defense on the part of
Trinity. Part of the problem may have been
due to a leg injury to starter Larry Haas.
Marvin Burruss started at cornerback in his
place and was burned several times. The
pass was the name of the game for the
Yellowjackets as they went through the air
for 170 yards during the first half.
Rochester started their first scoring drive
from their own twelve yardline. Four runs
brought them out to their 27. On a second
down and eight yards to go situation half-
. " •«. . - »•""•' T
back Steve Hoffman took a pitchout and
started running to the right on what looked
like a sweep. He then stopped and threw to
Bob Frye who was in the clear at the 50
yardline. Quarterback Brian Pasley then hit
split-end Steve Callihan on a long pass and
he carried to the Trinity two yardline. An
unsportsmanlike conduct penalty drove
Rochester back to the 17. The Trinity
defense held well for three downs and it was
fourth down and goal-to-go from the 12
yardline.
Surprisingly Rochester did not try a field
goal but tried for a touchdown instead. The
try was good. Pasley threw to Callihan in the
middle of the Trinity endzone. With Deegan
adding the extra point the score was 7-0
Rochester at the end of the first quarter.
The beginning of the second quarter found
Trinity moving the ball into Rochester
territory. Starting quarterback George
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Photo by Dave Levin
Larry Haas, junior cornerback on the Bantam defense, heads upfteld after




Women's field hockey split this week as
they beat Rosemary Hall, 2-1, and lost to
Smith, 1-0.
Last Wednesday the team traveled to
Greenwich to play a frustrating game with
Rosemary Hall. The game was not really
dominated by either side but some inex-
perienced officials did not help matters by
not calling many obvious fouls. During the
first half Margo Halle scored on a sweep
from the right to put Trinity ahead 1-0.
Rosemary Hall tied it up during the
second half but Trinity managed to cash in
on one of its scoring attempts to come out
ahead, 2-1. In a scramble in front of the goal,
the ball popped up and left wing Barbara
Clark sent it home.
On Saturday the girls hosted Smith with
many parents looking on. Each team
pressured the other to gain possession of the
ball. About midway in the first half, Smith
managed to score when one of its players
broke loose and got past the Trin goalie who
came out to,meet her. No one scored for the
rest of the game although Trinity, as usual,
had plenty of opportunities to do so.
The team has two games left and its
record stands at 3-3-3. The next two away
games against Chaffee and Yale will
determine whether they can make it a
winning season.
The women's tennis team ended their
season with a victory over Smith. The match
had been postponed from an earlier date
because of rain. In six singles matches and
Sports Shorts
Where are you going to be during that
ungodly hour of midnite to 1 a.m.,
Halloween night, Oct. 31? If you haven't
as yet heard, all the action is to take
place at the Ferris Athletic Center,
where the 1973-74 Trinity College Varsity
Basketball Team will perform in an
intrasquad scrimmage. Everyone will be
there to witness their first official
practice, their newly-formed
cheerleaders and pep band. All the food
and drink consumable will be freely
supplied, as the doors open at 11:45 p.m.
and the scrimmage begins at 12:15 a.m.
It's the event of the year, so come down
and get into the spirit of Bantsketball
fever!
The cross-country team was mauled by
Wesleyan last Thursday, 19-40, for their
sixth loss in seven meets. Jim Forbes
again led the Bantam harriers with an
excellent time of 26:25 over the five mile
home course good for second place in the
meet.
Tickets for the Trinity-Coast Guard
football game to be played in New
London next Saturday, November 3rd
will be on sale at $1.00 in the Athletic
Department office in the Ferris Center
beginning tomorrow, Wednesday from
10:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
from the Trinity 47 to the Rochester 26
yardline. On third down and 11, Rose threw
to tight end Bob Murenia who, after making
an excellent catch, fumbled and Rochester
recovered on their own one yardline.
The Yellowjackets moved out to their own
25 yardline with the aid of a Trinity penalty.
Halfback Tom Jarrett started a sweep to the
left, but the ball popped loose. Alert cor-
nerback Steve Thoren came up and made
the recovery.
Trinity's inability to move the ball now
came to the fore. Trin ran twice for a net of
minus two yards and Rose threw an in-
complete pass. Mike Maus came on but just
missed a 42-yard field goal attempt wide to
the right.
Rochester moved the ball out to their own
31, but once again fumbled. This one was
recovered by defensive end John Appier. On
the ensuing play Trinity got called for
holding so Rose was forced to pass. He found
Ralph Gebhart wide open on the 21 yardline.
Unfortunately Gebhart plays for Rochester
and this was the second Rose aerial that he
had caught.
Pasley threw to Callihan for what would
have been a Rochester first down at mid-
field, but on the play the Yellowjackets were
called for holding and it was second down
and 26. Everyone at the game was looking
for a pass, so Pasley obliged by hitting Steve
Callihan for a 63-yard touchdown bomb.
Deegan hit the extra point, giving Rochester
a 14-0 lead.
Harold Gray came in to replace George
Rose at quarterback with about five minutes
left in the half. Gray took over with the
Bants on their own 15 yardline. He mixed his
plays beautifully between runs by Jim
Balesano and Dave Kuncio and short passes
to Duckett. With two minutes left in the half
Trinity had moved to the Rochester 23.
The third quarter was dull. It was just a
bunch of penalties and punts with neither
team able to sustain a drive of any great
length. Gray, who had been brilliant at the
end of the first half, seemed to lose his touch
in the second half. Harold hit on 6 of 6 passes
in the first half, but he only managed to
complete 7 of 18 after that.
Rochester had two penalties and two first
downs which nullified each other at the
outset of the fourth quarter. On first down
and 21 from the Rochester 37 yardline,
Pasley threw a long incomplete pass to
Callihan; pass interference was called so
Rochester had a first down on Trinity's 33.
Pasley threw to halfback Smith who carried
down to the 13. Rochester was stopped so
kicker Deegan came on and hit a 30-yard
field goal. This put Rochester ahead 17-7.
There was plenty of time for the Bantams
to score but the offense was totally im-
potent. Trinity was not able to cross mid-
field in the fourth quarter. At one point
Coach Don Miller became so desperate for
offensive output that he put Saul Wiezenthal
in at quarterback. Saul threw an in-
terception (to Gebhardt) on his second pass.
After Trinity's defense got the ball back
Gray came back in and also threw an in-
terception, Trinity's. fourth of the day.
Halfback Tom Jarrett bulled over from the
one yardline to make the final score
Rochester 24, Trinity 7.
Ron Duckett's 13 catches tied the Trinity
single-game reception record he set two
years ago—against Rochester. He also
surpassed Ron Martin's career reception
record, set in 1967-69, of 120.
Trinity's major problem in this game
seemed to be a lack of ability to play under
pressure. Four times Trin had the ball in-
side the visitors' 30 and was unable to score,
Why? Coach Miller will have to come up
with the answer soon. The Bantams play
Coast Guard and Amherst away on the next
two Saturdays, Coast Guard has lost but one
game and Amherst none, so Trin will have to
find some way to score or these last three
































































































































: Roch. 30 FG—Deegan
1 run
three doubles matches, Trinity won by a
wide margin, 6-3. This finalized their
season's record to a respectable 6-4.
Photo by Dave Levin
John Appier greets Mr. Pasley somewhere behind the line of scrimmage and
forces him to cough up the pigskin. The junior defensive end's big play, which
ended up being recovered by cornerback Steve Thoren, was all for naught as
the Bantam offense did not capitalize, which seemed to be the rule of the af-
ternoon.
